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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Italic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Italic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>А а</td>
<td>A a</td>
<td>A, a</td>
<td>Р р</td>
<td>P p</td>
<td>R, r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Б б</td>
<td>Б b</td>
<td>B, b</td>
<td>С с</td>
<td>C c</td>
<td>S, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>В в</td>
<td>V, v</td>
<td></td>
<td>Т т</td>
<td>T t</td>
<td>T, t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Г г</td>
<td>G, g</td>
<td></td>
<td>У у</td>
<td>Y y</td>
<td>U, u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Д д</td>
<td>Д d</td>
<td>D, d</td>
<td>Ф ф</td>
<td>F f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Е е</td>
<td>Е e</td>
<td>Ye, ye; E, e*</td>
<td>Х х</td>
<td>Х x</td>
<td>Kh, kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ж ж</td>
<td>Ж ж</td>
<td>Zh, zh</td>
<td>Ц ц</td>
<td>Ц c</td>
<td>Ts, ts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>З з</td>
<td>Z, z</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ч ч</td>
<td>Ч c</td>
<td>Ch, ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>И и</td>
<td>И i</td>
<td>I, i</td>
<td>Ш ш</td>
<td>Ш sh</td>
<td>Sh, sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Й й</td>
<td>Й й</td>
<td>Y, y</td>
<td>Щ щ</td>
<td>Щ sh</td>
<td>Shch, shch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>К к</td>
<td>К k</td>
<td></td>
<td>Б б</td>
<td>Б b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Л л</td>
<td>Л l</td>
<td>Bь, B y</td>
<td>Ь Ь</td>
<td>Ь b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>М м</td>
<td>M m</td>
<td></td>
<td>Н н</td>
<td>N n</td>
<td>З з, З z; E, e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>О о</td>
<td>О o</td>
<td>O, o</td>
<td>Ю ю</td>
<td>Ю y</td>
<td>Yu, yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>П п</td>
<td>П p</td>
<td>Р, р</td>
<td>Я я</td>
<td>Я я</td>
<td>Ya, ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ye initially, after vowels, and after т, т; е elsewhere. When written as э in Russian, transliterate as ýë or ы.
The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks may be omitted when expediency dictates.

GREEK ALPHABET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alphabet</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>Nu</th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>Xi</td>
<td>( \xi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>Omicron</td>
<td>( \omicron )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>Pi</td>
<td>( \pi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon</td>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>( \rho )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta</td>
<td>( \zeta )</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eta</td>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>( \tau )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>Upsilon</td>
<td>( \upsilon )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iota</td>
<td>( \iota )</td>
<td>Phi</td>
<td>( \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>Chi</td>
<td>( \chi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Psi</td>
<td>( \psi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Omega</td>
<td>( \omega )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sin</td>
<td>sin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cos</td>
<td>cos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tg</td>
<td>tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctg</td>
<td>cot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sec</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cosec</td>
<td>csc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sh</td>
<td>sinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>cosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>tanh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cth</td>
<td>coth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch</td>
<td>sech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csch</td>
<td>csch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc sin</td>
<td>sin&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc cos</td>
<td>cos&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc tg</td>
<td>tan&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc ctg</td>
<td>cot&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc sec</td>
<td>sec&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc cosec</td>
<td>csc&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc sh</td>
<td>sinh&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc ch</td>
<td>cosh&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc th</td>
<td>tanh&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc cch</td>
<td>coth&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc sch</td>
<td>sech&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arc csch</td>
<td>csch&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER**

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc. merged into this translation were extracted from the best quality copy available.
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Military school of A. V. Khrulev's name.

A. K. Mikhal'chuk.

Pages 3-8; 130-262.

Word to the reader.

Ancient city is Yaroslavl. In its center - the Soviet area is a
traditional place of the mass processions of the Yaroslav residents in the days of significant events. More half century on this area urban labor, soldiers of Yaroslavl garrison celebrate the birthday of the Soviet regime.

Yearly on the eve of the holiday of Great October of the column of the cadets and officers of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva they come to memorial to the champions for the Soviet regime, who fell during the depression of white guard mutiny in 1918. Here freshmen give the sacred oath to correctness to the fatherland.

... of the entrance into the Domidow garden, where under dense crowns it stuck by perpetual sleep they sle. the heroes of October, silence.

Died the close ranks of the future officers. Attack/advance the agitating minutes. Before youth's even formation/order in overcoats leisurely swims the banner of school. On red calico panel by gold shine the words: "for our Soviet native land" !. Above the grown quiet area resound the words of the entrance leak of the commander/chief of school. Begins column military ritual. one after another malfunction the cadets. Each of them, after turning facing the comrades, emotionally pronounces the words, which go from the
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heart itself:

- I, the citizen of the alliance of the Soviet socialist republics ... solemnly I swear to be honest, brave ... to conscientiously study military science, to take care in every possible way military and national equipment and to the last breath to be that which was devoted to my people, to my Soviet native land and Soviet government...

The day of the acceptance of military oath is a great, holiday event in the life of all personnel of school, and especially young soldiers, putting on for the first time military form with Cadet shoulder boards.

Oath to correctness to the native land they give not only before the face of the colleagues. Here are present the veterans of the Army and fleet, the workers, the toilers of kolkhozes and sovkhazes, the representatives of party and public organizations, the fathers and the mothers of those, who are situated now in formation/order.

Page 4.

They send to congratulate the youths with the entrance into series of the armed defenders of the fatherland.
The inexpressible agitation overfilled the hearts of the future officers. This solemn event will remain in the memory of each for life. For them they make particular sense and words of oath, and the congratulation of the commander/chief of school, and friendly "hurray", and the sounds of the state hymn, by which is completed the ceremony.

By all essence young soldiers realized, that from this hour to their shoulders lay the particular responsibility. The young patriots accepted combat relay race from the hands of the veterans, who dedicated life to military work upon the good of the Soviet people. Rapidly will fly the years of training, and the present cadets will take up worthy place in the officer corps of the Soviet armed forces in order by the selfless work multiply the glorious traditions of its predecessors.

Soviet officer's service, is honorary and and proud, full/total/complete romantics also of heroism, at the same time very responsible, agitated, but now and then even severe. It loves the powerful, persistent, volitional and disciplined people. Thereby, who only enters school, it is still difficult to understand the significance of these words. But for those, who serve in the Soviet
Armed Forces not one year, these words are well clear and close to heart.

In our country the officer uses great honor. This is the progressive-minded person of our society. Descendant from the people, it is the spokesman of his better/best features and traditions. Deep ideological conviction, infinite love for the socialist native land, responsibility for its fate, rest and happiness, readiness for self-sacrifice, correctness of the people and to the affair of the Communist Party - thus main Soviet officer's moral features, which determine his moral appearance.

All these qualities entirely must be inherent in the officers of financial service. The profession of military financier is many-faceted. The officer of financial service must possess the skills of commander, political worker, economist and legal adviser. In its work is combined the art of theoretical analysis with resoluteness and persistence in the observance of the state interest, most severe financial discipline.
Советская площадь.
In order to become the present military financier, it is necessary to be thoroughly formed in military relation, to love military science.

The timely and full/provision of measures, connected with combat and political education, the satisfaction of the culture-and-welfare requirements of soldiers, is one of the most important problems of maintaining the Soviet Armed Forces in constant alert. In the accomplishment of this mission the considerable role plays the financial service of armed forces. Rational distribution and the economical consumption of the isolated by budget money resources are responsibility of military financiers.

The Soviet people have tasked the officers to teach and to bring up soldier-patriots in order that they could skillfully perform in modern combat. This is the noble/precious, responsible affair. And in it it is exhibited the romantic of military profession. The officers of financial service find it romantic in their daily work. The thrifty, economical utilization of each national rouble, steady
improvement in the methods of management in troops/forces,
participation in training of the soldiers of high moral qualities,
the perfection/improvement of its political and military values, all
this brings moral satisfaction to military financier.

Military profession is connected with many difficulties, which
are encountered in training and in private life. If we glance in the
service record of officer, the long time of that serve! in the Soviet
Armed Forces, then it is possible to see, how often for it was
necessary to place its trunks and to cross in new place. Not all
please themselves such passages, not all it wants to change the
well-organized apartment in city by room in the distant garrison. But
those is glorious our officer, that, devoting his life of the Army,
to fleet, he realizes his duty before the mother-native land, he
transfers with fortitude all adversities.

Our officers use universal love and respect. "The Communist
Party, the Soviet government and our entire people, spoke comrade I.
I. Brezhnev at XXIII congress of the CPSU, highly they value the
honorary and difficult work of the soldier, sailors, sergeants, Chief
Petty Officers, officers, Generals and Admirals, hotly they love
their armed forces, they are proud by their combat glory" 1.
In the years of severe tests military financiers together with other soldiers of the Army and fleet with weapon in hands fought for the Soviet native land, showed numerous examples of selfless bravery and valor in combat with the enemy. In postwar time they persistently seize by military, political and special knowledge, untiringly they worry about maintaining troops/forces in constant alert. This, as a rule, people of high duty, the honest toilers, fundamental and at the same time the attentive, responsive and sensitive comrades.

Military financiers - the advocates of skillful and economical management. They strictly follow the observance of legitimacy in the consumption of money resources and material values. They all hotly love their speciality. And frequently it is possible to hear, as soldiers to respect speak about financier - "lawyer". At the same time the workers of financial service differ in terms of high military and common/general/total culture, the latitude of view and
interest. To them willingly they follow advice/council and aid, with them they are divided by gladnesses and adversities.
The important role in the preparation of the qualified officers of financial service belongs to the Yaroslavl military school of the name of General A. V. Khrulev's Army. For the years of its existence the school increased, took courage and was developed together with all Soviet Armed Forces. From short term courses to the highly organized military educational institution, which disposes of all necessary for training the qualified cadres of financial service, are such the path/route of school, the sole in the country military educational institutions of financial airfoil/profile.

Preparing military financiers, the commanders, the instructors and the political workers of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva first of all they worry about that in order to give the native land of devoted the Communist Party and the Soviet government, the thoroughly developed military specialists, to temper their will, to arm with intimate knowledge for the accomplishment of the missions of the financial provision for troops/forces, to prepare for those serious physical and moral tests, with which is connected military service. The
Experimental officers of school try to work out in the cadets the hardness of character, to bring up diligence, persistence, honesty and truthfulness.

Many officers, the working, employees and the pupils of school for faultless service, the successes in work and training are awarded government decoration/awards, are encouraged by the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR. For the high indices in combat and political education, achieved in competition in the honor of Leninist anniversary, the school is rewarded Lenin anniversary honorary certificate and is carried into the book of the honor of the Order of Lenin Roslavskaya Oblast. More than two hundred soldiers is rewarded medal "for military valor. In the sign of 100th anniversary from the birthday of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin".

The high and honorary decoration/award of the Communist Party and Soviet government is distinguished by persistent and persistent work. The soldiers of school, piously storing and multiplying the glorious revolutionary and combat traditions of the party, the people and the Soviet Armed Forces, see their main responsibility in that in order henceforth to persistently increase military and political knowledge, to learn military science in a present manner, as bequeathed great Lenin.
The successes in training and training the specialists of financial service were achieved because of the fact that the party organization of school conducted continuous operation, directed toward the provision of a vanguard role of the communists and Komsomol members in training and military discipline. The communists of the administration of school, subunits and cycles boldly revealed deficiency/lacks and omissions in training, party-political and economic work of school and helped with their elimination.
The activity of the communists of school passed closely connected to the life of the party and country, with the life of the Soviet Armed Forces. Decisions of the Party Congresses and plenums of central committee, ideological-theoretical hardening/quenching of the communists, training educational work, the state of military discipline and many other questions actively discussed during the party collections of the administration of school, cycles and subunits. According to the questions, which required the mobilization of all personnel, were carried out the meetings.

By great event in the life of collective was rendezvous with the war minister/Secretary of State for War of the USSR twice Hero of the Soviet Union Marshal of the Soviet Union Aleksandr Mikhaylovich Vasilevsky, who was a candidate by candidate in the deputies of the Council of Nationalities of Soviet the USSR on the Voronezh selective district No 10. Rendezvous took place on 7 March 1950 in the Tambovo regional dramatic theatre of A. V. Lunacharskiy's name.

Marshal of the Soviet Union A. M. Vasilevsky came forward before the cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants and the officers with the speech, in which vividly it described the work of the Soviet people in restoration/reduction and development of national economy, the
problems of the Soviet Armed Forces, the requirements for the party for training officer cadres and for its activity at high state post. On 11 March 1950 personnel unanimously gave its votes for the candidate of the bloc of the communists and nonpartison Narwak the Soviet Union of A. M. Vasilevsky.

Great raising training and political and educational work in school caused decisions XII and XX Party Congresses. Research on these documents and their embodiment into life was main in the activity of the party organizations, commanders, political workers and instructors. After XX congress of the CPSSU was increased the effect of party organizations on training and educational work. During party collections began acute/sharper to be discussed the questions of ideological and political training the communists, their participation in the propaganda of Marxist-Leninist theory. Were establish/installed the more close connections of the instructors with the party organizations of subunits. For the party collections of cycles invited themselves the secretaries of party organizations and the commanders of subunits.
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In an increase in the level of party work the active role played the party organization of the administration of school, which
consisted of the experimental, ripe/nature of theoretical and political relation communists. Together with command and political department it assigned tone in work and rendered concrete/specific/actual aid to the party organizations of cycles and subunits, especially in research on most important decisions of the party, increase in the ideological-theoretical level of the teaching, strengthening military discipline, discipline and order/formation.

On 26 October 1953 solemnly was noted the fifteen-year period of the existence of school. The day of school holiday was established/installed by the order of the war minister/Secretary of State for War of the USSR of 20 September 1952. Report about the history of school made its commander/chief the Colonel of Intendance service N. S. Smolich. During solemn collection were present the representatives of the military council of the Voronezh military district, central financial administration, party and public organizations of city, the front-rank workers of the productions, which arrived with salutory addresses and congratulations.

Acted congratulations from many pupils of school. Lieutenant of Intendance services V. S. Vesloguzov wrote: "I express the heart commendation of our party, to the government and the command of school for training and training, for the fact that to me is given the possibility to become the officer of the Soviet Army. The great
memory remained about school. It gave knowledge, learned us to live and to work, with the honor to fulfill its duty before the native land".

FOOTNOTE 1. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968 d. 342, l. 16. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Warmly welcomed school its graduate the senior lieutenant of intendance service N. P. Karev. He expressed heart commendation and deep gratitude to all instructors for the obtained knowledge, for the fact that they did not feel sorry their forces, work, frequently they sacrificed their rest for the success of the cadets in exercise.

After solemn collection the collective of artistic independent activity showed opera "Dnieper Cossack after Danube".
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Be present in hall heat greeted the executors, who showed high skill.

In school constantly they worried about the multiplication of
the excellent men of training and distinct subunits. Political department, party and Komsomol organizations, training division constantly worried about the popularization of advanced experience. In these targets were carried out the flights and the conferences of excellent men, thematic evenings. In wall press/imprint and radio newspaper also systematically it was elucidated the valuable experience of training. The photographs of the better/best cadets and officers were placed in the board of honor. Many excellent men of training are carried into the book of honor and are photographed with the started banner of school. Some of the first this high honor were awarded excellent men M. R. Khabirov, G. S. Guchenko, V. P. Kazantsev, P. V. Tolmakh and V. A. Pokin. During January 1957 representatives of school participated at the conference of the excellent men of Voronezh military district.
Scene from the opera "Natalia Poltavka". From left to right:

Nakogenako (V. B. Filimonov), Terpelikh (V. I. Shevyakova), Natalka
(I. V. Sagapina), Zosnya (O. V. Chernykh).
The activity of political department and all party collective of school passed in intimate contact with Tambovo party organization. Before personnel frequently acted appeared the leading party and Soviet workers of Tambovo oblast' and city, the toilers of industry and agriculture. So, were carried out rendezvous with the chairman of executive committee P. P. Morozov, secretary of the Tambovo city committee of the party Ye. P. Lobov, with known pilot Geroyev by M. V. Yodop'yanov, by the workers of plants "Komsomolets" and "Revtrud", by the front-rank workers of the agriculture of oblast' and city, by the delegate of the second world-wide congress of A. P. Andreyev's world.

The communists of school conducted active propagandistic work among workers Tambov and oblast' and city, they participated in many measures, conducted by the local Soviet and party organs. Only in the period of election campaign on elections in sovet as the USSR into 1950 in agitation and propaganda work among the population of the city of Tambov and oblast' and area took part more than 120 officers and
the cadets. The communists V. G. Kuznetsov, V. V. Savich, N. S. Smolich, N. T. Tabol et al. repeatedly were selected the deputies of the local advice/councils and took an active part in their work. N. S. Smolich, furthermore, was selected the member of the Tambovo urban committee of CPSU.

In education and teaching work and strengthening military discipline, the sizable merit belonged to the Komsomol organization of school. Indeed almost all cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants and many employees consisted of series of VLKSM (All-Union Lenin Young Communist League). The collections of Komsomol active membership and Komsomol organizations of subunits always passed at high level. In their work took part the instructors, the commanders of subdivisions and the key personnel. To the discussion of collections were carried the questions of ideological training, vanguard role of the Komsomol members in training and strengthening military discipline, youth’s participation in cultural and mass and sport work and others. During collections sharply criticized the deficiency/lacks, which prevent/mixed normal training and life.

The Komsomol members conducted many-sided educational and organizational work among youth, they propagandized the decisions of the Party Congresses and plenums of the Central Committee the CPSU, the congresses of VLKSM and persistently struggled for their
conversion into life.
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On the initiative of the organizations of VLKSM were carried out film festivals, thematic evenings and reader's conferences on the themes: "party of bolsheviks in struggle for creation and strengthening the first in the world socialist state", "combat traditions of the Soviet Armed Forces", "manual/regulations of the Soviet Armed Forces are a law of the life of soldiers", "Soviet officer's form in artistic literature" and others.

Serious attention turned for aesthetical training the cadets. The active participation in artistic independent activity, the reader's conferences, rendezvous with the workers of arts were the constant concern of Komsomol organizations. Interesting were the rendezvous of the cadets with the artists of the Tambovo regional dramatic theatre of the name of A. V. Lunacharskiy, the collective surveys of organizations.

On the initiative of Komsomol organization and club/puff frequently were arranged the chess and checker tournaments, in which took part young communists. During December 1949 took place checkerchess tournament on the drawing of the beaker of the city of
tambov. In tournament it participated 17 commands. The command of school occupied the second place.

Considerable work carried out Komsomol organizations through training of the young soldiers of love to military service, prides for their future profession of army financier. Particular attention turned to training in honesty, quick wits, solid will, principle and inculcation to the cadets of the ability to transfer difficulties and deprivations of military service. Before the future officers frequently appeared the participants of the Great Patriotic War V. I. Brodovich, as G. T. Butenko, V. G. Kuznetsov et al.

With great interest and attention the students heard the stories of the Hero of the Soviet Union of guards of Colonel M. Ya. Kuzminov about heroism and valor of the Soviet soldiers in struggle against Fascist-German aggressors. To it, to passed with combat from Caucasian mountains to the Carpathians, it was which to describe. Liberation of Krasnodar, Kursk battle, assault crossing of Dnieper, combat of Korsun'-Shevchenkovsk, the exile of the occupationists from the Ukraine and from Moldavia - by no means full/total/complete enumeration those its actions.
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At the same time officer N. Ya. Kuzminov almost never told personally about himself.

Rarely who knew about its combat feats. Thus one of them. The rifle regiment, which commanded Mikhail Yakovlevich, on the night of 23 September 1943 forced Dnieper and took bridgehead/beachhead on the right shore of river.

The Hitlerites by any price attempted to discard the brave races for Dnieper. The positions of regiment continously bombed Fascist aircraft, did not cease fire of enemy artillery. Only in one day the soldiers of regiment repulsed six bitter assaults of infantry and enemy's tanks, but when the ammunition ran out, the commander of the regiment which was being located on the decisive combat zone, caused fire/light on itself. Burst out the salvoes of the Soviet artillery, blasted the summer lightning of "Katyusha rocket launchers" .... Enemy's current assault was repelled.

Komsomol organization did much for the enlistment of the cadets to active participation in social activities, their training on the heroic traditions of the party, people, the Soviet Armed Forces. In these targets were carried out the rendezvous with old bolsheviks by S. Ye. Vinogradov, P. G. Dégryarev, S. T. Zolotov, with the Komsomol members of senior generations - by the participants of the first
five-year plans. Interestingly passed the rendezvous of the cadets with the students of Tambovo state pedagogical institute - by the participants of the first retraction of harvest on virgin lands.

On the initiative of the Komsomol members were carried out the ski propaganda trips, dedicated to Party Congresses, to elections in Sovet and to other political measures. The participants of these march/campaigns performed explanatory and mass agitation work among the voters, were arranged the concerts of artistic self-activity. The toilers of village heat accepted the participants of march/campaigns.

To an improvement in education and teaching work in many respects contributed by their modest work the colleagues of library. They systematically arranged book exhibitions, literature evenings, reader's conferences. All this gave its positive results, it expanded the common/general/total and cultural horizons of the cadets, it was the important means for ideological and political training and formation in them of Communist morals.
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Along with political and educational work among the cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants, the working and employees of school political department and party organizations performed work with the
families of permanently assigned personnel. In school was created operational and initiative female advice/council. It they headed into different time of the wife of the officers A. N. Frantsuzova, M. I. Bogomolov, T. G. Devchchina, V. N. Shevtsova.

Political exercises with the members of the families of the servicemen, the training and training of the children, participation in cultural and mass and sport work were the object/subject of the daily attention of party organizations and female advice/council.

In school they knew how not only well to work, but also to rest. Important place in conducting cultural rest suppressed the collectives of the artistic independent activity, created with club/puff and in subunits. Worked dramatic, dancing and musical-choral small circles. Were carried out literary and artistic evenings and concerts, different exhibitions.

Artistic independent activity was mass. In it participated the cadets, the officers, their families, the working and employees. On its mass character testifies the fact that during February 1956 it was counted 366 amateurish artists. Great aid in the organization of cultural and mass work rendered the workers of the Tambovo regional dramatic theatre of A. V. Lunacharskiy's name. Active participation in the organization of artistic independent activity accepted the
main director of theatre the distinguished worker of the arts of the
RSFSR V. A. Galitskiy.

The collective of artistic independent activity led
experimental, in perfection known its affair the workers of arts. The
ensemble of the song several years headed choirmaster, the great
expert of choral singing, the instructor of Tambovo musical school F.
Ya. Demin. Dramatic collective led the laureate of state prize the
artist of V. I. Kalinichenko, and then the distinguished artist of
the RSFSR A. Z. Karantaev. They pattrently and persistently worked
above the perfection/improvement of the performer skill not only of
the collectives, but also its separate participants.

The actions of the participants of the artistic independent
activity before personnel, in working and collective farm club/puffs
used the distinguished success.
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Choral, musical and dancing collectives on the first district
inspection/review of the artistic independent activity of Voronezh
military district into 1949 obtained high estimate.

For creative achievements and active operation on the cultural
maintenance of personnel, the choral and dancing collectives of school by the orier troop commander district were rewarded certificates. On merit/value also was estimated the work of the organizers and separate executors. In the number of those encouraged were V. P. Akritov, I. S. Amtushchuk, V. I. Burov, V. M. Gordeev, I. A. Dzhaganyants, by N. N. Zinchenko, E. E. Kolesnikov, V. E. Oshurtsov, Ye. I. Savin, G. A. Sobolyov, A. N. Timakov et al. High estimate was awarded the artistic independent activity of school, also, on the second circular/neighbor inspection/review in 1951. The better/best results showed the collective of 3-1 companies and the chorus of school. They were rewarded certificates, and 22 participants - by certificates and valuable gifts. During the subsequent years choral, dancing and musical collectives solidly occupied prize places in district.

Great creative successes were also garnered by the drama collective. Into 1952 it prepared and showed I. Lukovskiy's play "on the guard of the safety", fragment from N. Sholokhov's novel "they fought for the native land", the dramatization on the poem of A. Tvardovskiy "Vasiliy Terkin", the sixth picture from play of Ya. Galan "Under gold eagle". On the circular/neighbor inspection/review of artistic independent activity this collective occupied the first place and it was rewarded certificate and beaker. Into 1953 drama group members prepared and showed opera S.
Gulak-Artemovskiy "Dnieper Cossack after Danube". Collective completely managed itself with difficult problem, it earned the distinguished approval of spectators and on circular/neighborig inspection/review occupied for a second time the first place. On the fourth circular/neighborig viewing more than one hundred organizers and the participants of artistic independent activity they were encouraged by troop commander and the commander/chief of school.

Dramatic collective did not pause at that which was achieved, but thrust it continued to work on the expansion of the repertoire. On 22 February 1954 was shown musical comedy "wedding in raspberry brandy" B. A. Aleksandrova.


The concerts of artistic independent activity frequently were arranged in many working club/puffs of tambov. Only from October 1953 through May 1954 it was given 36 amateurish concerts and plays.

By the distinguished success of spectators used participants of

The considerable role in the organization of the leisure of personnel, in cultural training soldiers belonged to the military band of the school, which led the military regulator Senior Lieutenant V. P. Akritov. It regularly in lecture-concerts acquainted personnel with the products of Soviet and foreign classical music. Active participation in artistic independent activity accepted the musicians of band.

Direct leadership of party-political work in school it carried out the political department, which from April 1950 through March 1954 headed experimental political worker Colonel V. G. Kuznetsov. More than twenty five years of life Victor Grigor'yevich dedicated to service in the Soviet Armed Forces. financier-economist on education/formation, he many years worked on speciality, and then it passed to party-political work.
Colonel V. I. Kuznetsov was the passionate propagandist of Marxist-Leninist science and thoughtful educator. He possessed enviable diligence, sensitivity, responsiveness and delicate pedagogical cycle/stroke. Victor Grigor'evich they respected for high party principle. It never it was troubled to say to man truth into eyes, however bitter it was. During March 1956 Colonel V. G. Kuznetsov was discharged into reserve.
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Active participation in training and training personnel of school accepted the political workers of political department and subunits. Great respect among the cadets and the officers used Colonel Ye. N. Grubrin, Lieutenant Colonels M. I. Brodovich, T. S. Lishnevsiy, I. I. Yakushev, Majors I. I. Klykov, K. V. Kirdyashev, Captain V. I. Burov.

The successes, achieved in party-political work of school, repeatedly were declared in orders to the forces of Voronezh military district.

Until March 1957 school headed the Colonel of intendance service N. S. Smolich - the man of great diligence, remarkable organizer. Nicholas Sergeyevich's work and energy, inserted into creation and the
organizational development of school, skillful leadership of education and teaching work made it possible to successfully prepare the qualified military financiers.
The officer-graduates pass by marchpast.
The commanders and the instructors among the officers, who finished advance courses.
The Colonel of intendance service N. S. Smolich could to give all himself to the completely dear affair. Niklay Sergeyevich was always assembled, purposeful, strict and at the same time sensitive and responsive commander/chief. It was tap/crane intolerant to any deficiency/lacks.

Senior commanders highly valued business and political qualities of Colonel N. S. Smolich's quality. During March 1957 Colonel of intendance service N. S. Smolich was transferred to work into the central apparatus of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR.

The making of school in the first postwar years was not transient and light/lung. It lasted several years and was escort/tracked by definite difficulties. Only because of the selfless work of the instructors, commanders and political workers, the unremitting attention of command, political department, party and Komsomol organizations school could be advanced in series of the better/best military educational institutions of armed forces of the USSR shape by the present smithy of military financiers.
Into 1957 school it passed for the three year period of training. This made it possible to considerably improve the military, political and special preparation of the cadets, to appropriate to the graduates qualification "financier" on speciality the state
budget of the USSR and to issue the diplomas of all-Union model.

The rebuilding of work of school on time coincided with it moving into Yaroslavl. In this remarkable city, arranged/located on shores that which was sung in bylines, legends and the songs of the river-hero of the Volga, found "berth and shelter" the school. Here was conceived training the specialists of the administrative services and financial service of the Soviet Armed Forces.

To the return of school to the native land it is possible to completely regard poet's words, dedicated to the Yaroslavl:

Glows the city above the Volga,

To the sea they depart court.

Let I will leave for a long time,

Again will return I here.

Smells the cool evening,

By the whitewoods of dark lanes.
Here without fail I the rendezvous

The old and new friends."


In Yaroslavl the school arrived on 30 September 1957 and was placed in the military post, bearing flame Bolshevik revolutionary's name, the military commissar of Yaroslavl military district and chairman of province executive committee the seeds of Mikhaylovich Nakhimson.

The basic buildings of the military post of S. M. Nakhimson's name are constructed into 1742 by Yaroslavl merchant Dmitriy Zatrapeznovs. In them were accommodated paper and linen factories. Into 1841 buildings they were transmitted to military department. To the great October Socialist Revolution they were named Nikolo-sokrinski barracks. After October in military post was accommodated the first Yaroslavl Soviet regiment, but later - other
units and the military educational institutions.

In Yaroslavl the school continued to solve its primary task. Furthermore, on it was laid as before the responsibility of the improvement of the knowledge of military financiers, operational provisions of external-studies department.

The Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR Marshal of the Soviet Union Ya. Malinovskiy during August 1961 made a decision to organize the training of officers of financial service and administrative services on the base of the military-financial school of armed forces of the USSR, which was renamed into Yaroslavl military school and it is subordinated to the deputy minister of the defense of the USSR - to the commander/chief of the rear of armed forces of the USSR.

Thus, from 1961/62 academic years Yaroslavl military school became multiprofile military educational institution.

In accordance with assigned missions a school it had four airfoil/profiles: financial - for the training of officers of financial service with awarding qualification "financier"; food - prepared the officers of subsistence supply service with awarding qualification "commodity expert foodstuff commodities"; item - for
the training of officers of clothing and equipment supply service with awarding qualification "commodity expert of industrial goods". To the officers, who finished school on naval speciality, appropriated itself qualification "technician of material and technical supply".

The general view of the military post of S. M. Makhinsov's name.
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For the completion of the subunits of training the specialists of administrative services in September 1961 yaroslavl of the gain of students and the command-teaching composition of former Kaliningrad commissariat school.

Command, party, Komsomol and trade-union organizations took all measures, directed toward the provision for normal living conditions, the training and the mode of life of personnel. For three years (September 1961 - August 1964) such conditions were created. On 20 July 1964 it took place the third and last/latter combined issue of the specialists of financial service and administrative services.

For the purpose of an improvement in the quality of the training of officers of financial service and administrative services, perfection/improvement of the special training standard of the cadets and elimination of multiprofile training the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR Marshal of the Soviet Union r Ya. Malinovskiy June 1964 laid the training of officers of administrative services on the Volga military school of the name of red-banner Leninist
komsomol. From this time Yaroslavl military school produced the only officer-financiers. It again was subordinated to the commander/chief of the central financial administration of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR.

During July 1964 from Yaroslavl to Vol'sk it diminished personnel of the training subunits of administrative services, and also instructors of a series of cycles.

From March 1957 Yaroslavl military school headed Major General M. G. Shpilevskiy. The posts of the deputies commander/chief of school fulfilled: the Colonel of intendance service this year purse (from May 1961), Colonel I. Ye. Rasshchupkin (from September 1961), Colonel A. I. Terent'yev (from January 1971). During July 1970 by commander/chief of school is assigned the Colonel, now Major General, I. Ye. Rasshchupkin.

Leadership by party-political work until January 1961 it carried out a political department. By the deputies commander/chief of school on political unit - by the commander/chiefs of political department in different time were the Colonels G. G. Safronov, D. A. Galchenko, I. Ye. Katalov. From January by 1961 party-political works was occupied party committee. During May 1967 party committee was converted into the political department of school. During January
1971 by deputy commander/chief of school on political unit — by the commander/chief of political department is assigned the Lieutenant Colonel g. M. of carpenters.
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The post of the deputy commander/chief of school with respect to logistic support consecutively fulfilled the Colonels M. A. Aref’yev, I. Ye. Pimchenkov and V. F. Lysogor.


changed the composition entering. Was increased the inflow of the servicemen of urgent and extended service, that decided to dedicate to the Army its life, to obtain the speciality of military financier. The training enter the sons of the cadre military in order to continue the relay race of the fathers. School acquired great
popularity, also, among the civil youth of the call-up age. In school are accepted the youths outside age from 17 of up to 23 years. The high school seniors must have the common/general/total education in the volume of the secondary school and successfully pass entrance examinations in the Russian language, literature, mathematics and physics.

In school come young people, whom have still everything ahead. Therefore for them is especially important the correct election of profession. And is happy the one who as early as in the youthful years once and forever solidly solve, whom to be, will find to itself affair from soul, and then will attain the realization of its cherished target, which for life will become for it the source of inspiration and moral satisfaction. And here it is appropriate to mention decisive its fate of poet's word:

My young friend, when calls road,

Your wishes do not hurry.

Pause. Think at threshold,

Then already it step over 1.
Youth, who finished the secondary school - still not wiser by the life of man. But it is sufficiently prepared in order to understand that with the election of profession is solved its fate, the fate of the affair, which it will serve. For a random person military profession and financial speciality can become dull prose. This is why from the first days of the arrival of the candidates in school with them is maintained work on clearing up, whether in them vocation and the wish to become the officers of financial service.

Vocation to military service is activate/formed from childhood, and the majority of the candidates even long before arrival in school solidly selects the profession of courageous and manliest people of our society - the officers of the Soviet Armed Forces. But profession for all soldiers is identical, and what is to be done with speciality? This question always agitated and it agitates both high school seniors and the officers of school. Especially with the
reception/method of the candidates from civil youth's number.

In fact, can the graduate of school, seventeen-year youth, to select the speciality of military financier it is conscious? In order that this would be possible, one should much make. Indeed up to now the majority of the schoolboys (yes even not only the schoolboys) visualizes financier in the form of elderly person, inclined from the morning to evening above the bones of counts. The same representation in someone was formed about the bookkeepers. In regard to this the newspaper "Red Star" wrote: "... others in each bookkeeper see simply clerk. And, you will notice, sometimes they judge it by the external attributes: sateen sleeveguards, calligraphic handwriting, the table, filled up by papers. But perhaps with all in this case about bookkeeper, who zealously searches for by someone forgotten kopeck, P you will say: "as is similar it to poet, that tormented in the search/scannings for word" 1.


In former cadet's journal, now the Lieutenant Colonel of the intendance service L. N. Saryyeva, who reflected upon the election of military speciality, about the ways of the formation of future
On 20 July 1950. This day became for us three the first step/pitch of military financial service. Everything was somehow uncommon: they caused into company office, they proposed to act the military-financial school and they gave for the speculation of 24 hours. With whom to confer, which to make a decision? Indeed to solve is necessary for life. The first our adviser was the commander/chief of the financial service of school; its word it turned out to be the latter.

1 September 1950. Thus, we are the cadets. Our "set of three" is not lonely. Here it was gathered few the children from other Suworov schools. Many even in doubts. What this for speciality - financier? To flip on counts? To write papers? In my representation financier - somehow the bent old man in eyepieces, always gloomy, somewhat dissatisfied, for his eyes names bureaucrat. Really and we will become the same harmful and tedious old men? 

the commanders, the political workers and the instructors carry out with the candidates the extensive explanatory work on the
significance of military service and role of finances in the life of the Soviet state, in struggle for the formation of Communist society. Before the youths appear the officers, who dedicated their life to military-financial service. During these rendezvous the veterans do not ask, do want the high school seniors to become military financiers, but they do propose to think well, to answer themselves, are ready they to consciously select the necessary and very responsible profession?
Diploma of the officer-graduate of school.
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The veterans of school explain to the future cadets, that work of military financier and bookkeeper - not seat with office counts, but the complex and captivating affair, direct-connected with public
Telling about military financier, the officers they explain, that the military-financial speciality is honorary and romantic not not less others it requires deep military, political, economic, mathematical and other knowledge. Conversations about the difficult and honorary service of military financiers agitate the hearts of youth and strengthen in them the wish to continue that affair, to which gave many forces and energies their senior comrades.

The Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service L. N. Sarychev, recalling the time of training, writes: "into military-financial school I was directed after completion of Gorkiy Suvorov military school into 1950. Honestly speaking, very it did not want then "to go in financiers": . But for the years of training to me they knew how to inculcate love for future speciality. And for this I is deeply grateful first of all to the instructors of special disciplines, especially to Lieutenant Colonel I. I. Devochkin, Majors L. L. Bessmertny, A. Ya. Smurov and many others. The sizable role in this affair played and my former platoon commander Senior Lieutenant S. I. Korovin, company commander Lieutenant Colonel I. A. Dzhaganyants, battalion commander Colonel N. Ye. Volkov. On all about them for life remained the warm recollections".
IN MAIN DIRECTION.

Revolutionary conversions in military science necessitated the improving of training the officer cadres of all specialities. In order to successfully carry out a financial provision for troops/forces, to military financiers also necessary were deeper theoretical knowledge and skills.

On officer's duty said well the troop commander of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district lieutenant general Ye. P. Ivanovskiy:

"Whom neither he was the Soviet officer-commander, by staff officer or by political worker, by engineer or technician, by medical officer, the financier or the officer of numerous administrative services, it was obligated deeply and to thoroughly know its affair, to have enduring/permanent skills in its speciality, is persistent thrust to be prepared for that, in order to under conditions of combat situation, however complex and difficult they nor turned out to be in the war, to successfully control the actions of subunits and units, to lead the activity of their service."
In combat, especially under conditions of contemporary war, to officer will late be retrained or make up miss. Everything that will require from it the future war, it must understand now, in the days of peaceful training".

FOOTNOTE 1. "Red Star", on 10 April 1970. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The new problems are, which stood up before the school in connection with passage to the three year period of training, required realignment of education and teaching work. It was necessary to introduce changes into training program and programs, to considerably improve the Marxist-Leninist, military and special preparation of the future officers, to inoculate the more enduring/permanent skills of the financial provision for troops/forces.

Essential effect on an improvement in the quality of training and training, an improvement in the political education of the cadets
render/showed the resolution of the Central Committee by CPSU "about measures for the further development of social sciences and an increase in their role in the Communist construction", in which the party required to raise the level of the teaching of social sciences and all affair of the Marxist-Leninist education of cadres.

FOOTNOTE 2. See "Pravda", on 22 August 1967. ENDFOOTNOTE.

As a result of study and discussion of the resolution of the Central Committee by CPSU during the party collections of cycles and subunits the communists send to the conclusion/derivation that the perfection/improvement of the economic education of the cadets one should conduct according to the line of the reinforcement of general economic preparation/training and approach/approximation of such object/subjects as political economy, finances, the money and the credit of the USSR, to the airfoil/profile of training.

School made a serious step/pitch also in an improvement in the teaching of all-arms disciplines. Are conducted the constant search/scannings new in military training students. Them train in the spirit of high combat activity, inflexible will to victory, initiatives, independence, the abilities to organize and to conduct
combat under difficult conditions of application/use by the enemy of mass-destruction weapon.
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Even more it began to be given attention to the field training standard of the future officers. The skillful organization of exercises on the tactics repeatedly was noted in military press/imprint. On 19 August 1969, for example, the newspaper "Red Star" under the rubric of the "problem of training military personnel" communicated: "in the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva the commanders and especially the instructors of the all-arms cycle, which leads the Colonel V. G. Prozorov, in each field exercise is created instructive tactical background, they place cadet in the conditions, which constantly force him to search for the decision, which most corresponds to situation and which escape/ensues from prescribed requirements".

Considerably was improved fire training. Continuously is perfected the preparation of the cadets on protection against mass destruction weapons of enemy. The future officers must not only know how to shield themselves from its effect and to rapidly eliminate the consequences of the nuclear, chemical and bacteriological attack of
enemy, but also to maintain high combat power, to correctly perform in contaminated area, to successfully solve problems in the rout of enemy.
At the same time the cadets learn to prepare for technician for overcoming of contaminated areas, confident use of protective means, conducting special processing, correct and rapid rendering aid casualty. They in practice fulfill works on the engineering terrain organization and elimination of the consequences of application/use by the enemy of mass-destruction weapon.

In school, as before, considerable attention is given to the marching drill of the cadets. The high combat training standard of personnel is one of the old traditions of school.

Yearly, when our country notes the anniversary of the great October Socialist Revolution and the day of the international solidarity workersbeing noted - on 1 May, in yaroslavl are carried out the demonstrations workersbeing carried out. On the establish/installed tradition in the right flank of the participants of demonstration is located the column of school. To it is given the high honor to open/disclose holiday processions.
With passage to the three year period of training appeared the possibility more to pay attention to technical training. The cadets with effort and interest are occupied by automobilism. They study equipment, exploitation and the maintenance of automobile, rule/handspike of street traffic, they acquire the skills of practical driving and are received chauffeur's right/laws.


Under contemporary conditions higher requirements are presented to special preparation/training military financiers.
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Before the financial workers of armed forces is placed the problem to ensure the conducted in troops/forces measures with the minimum expenditures of money resources and material values, to persistently introduce in the life of the requirement for the program of CPSU - to reach in the interest of the society of the greatest results with the smallest expenditures, since 'thrift, the economical utilization of

These requirements for the party and government were basic in the affair of the reinforcement of preparation/training the military financiers, in perfection mastering economic knowledge.

During the study of special disciplines it began more to be given attention to development in the cadets of economic thinking, to the ability to economical expend/consume money resources and material values. The requirement for the party "thrift - feature Communist" pierces all exercises on special object/subjects. The instructors of the shaping disciplines try to carry out training closely connected to the life of troops/forces, in order that each exercise would give not only knowledge, but also it brought up in the cadets Communist relation to work, honesty, the tendency to thriftily be related to national property.

To the cadets it is explained, that work of the specialist of financial service - this is work with people. It requires not only enduring/permanent knowledge, professional/occupational skills, but
each rouble, which belongs to the people, the skillful consumption of resources, steady improvement in the planning guide and methods of management, an increase in the discipline and conscious discipline, the development of national initiative serve as the mighty sources of the acceleration of the movement of the Soviet society to communism.

The increased requirements for the training of officers of financial service escape/ensue from the decisions of the Communist Party to conducting economic reform and reinforcement of economic training of personnel. "At the present time, he told comrade A. N. Kosygin on September (1965) plenum of the Central Committee in CPSU, the preparation of the economists acquires fundamental importance. To increase attention to this affair all the more is necessary since in the country is felt a great deficiency/lack in the economic cadres."
also sensitivity, cordiality, valid relation to people.
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Training the cadets on such object/subjects as army and financial economy, the monetary allowance of the servicemen wages of workers and the employees of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR, conducts, as a rule, by means of study in classroom exercises and in the hours of the self preparation of the leading statutes, which regulate life, activity and the financial provision for troops/forces. Is considerably improved conducting exercises.

Much is made for an improvement in procedure and quality of conducting exercises on bookkeeping accounting, financial calculations and the mechanization of computational works. Training programs on these object/subjects are changed taking into account the command of time. These changes were caused by the fact that the graduates of school, who served in military-construction organizations, did not have sufficient theoretical knowledge and skills for work in the posts of the chief accountants.

Now the cadets study the foundations of construction, the progressive journal-summary form of book-keeping, based on the building-up principle and systematization of these primary documents
in registration/accounting registers.
This made it possible to get rid of research on the complex and obsolete analytical accounting of resources and economic operations, more to pay attention to the economic analysis of registration/accounting data. "Bookkeeping, wrote the newspaper "Red Star", this is serious science. And even, it is possible to say, peculiar art, although it operates with numerals. The language of numerals - this is the language of facts. True, for those, who know this language. It knows, feels and sees in it the target: . If no in the head of ideas, not to see facts. Specifically, so by analyst ... and treasury guard can be man high-principled" ¹.

FOOTNOTE ¹. ""The Red Star", on 9 January 1970. ENDFOOTNOTE.

During the study of bookkeeping accounting the cadets learn as necessary to correlate expenditures and incomes, in each individual case to select the most economical version of the execution of work, in what way to attain the high labor productivity and quality of
construction with the minimum expenditures of time and resources. Simultaneously the tutors of the future officers explain as to take care raw material and electric power, to utilize technology and achievements of science, which, where and as is necessary to economize, which with path/route to ensure the high workmanship of construction work with the smallest expenditures of labor, money and material resources.

In its time in school was studied the only one computer with hand drive - calculator "Felix". Besides calculators the cadets study now multikey semiautomatic and automatic computers, they are trained to work on the summing apparatuses. Furthermore, the cadets acquaint with the reception/methods of work on bookkeeping, invoice and punch-card vehicles.
Under the leadership/manual of the instructors the cadets with great interest study the course of the mechanization of computational works. They attempt for short periods to master technology in order to confidently and rapidly make complex calculations. Particular interest cause at future military financiers the summing vehicles, which make it possible to produce not only all four arithmetic operations, but also to record/write the numbers, which are subject to calculation, and the results of calculation.

In recent years the cycles of special disciplines headed experimental prepodavatei-professionals the Colonels of intendance service A. M. Bogomolov, M. Sh. Zaslavskiy, N. K. Kashlakov, S. T. Nakhno, N. I. Turin. Captivatingly and on high systematic level hold

The Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR required to teach the future officers closely connected to life and activity of troops/forces. In connection with this there was an increase in the number of hours by exercises. Almost two times more became the period of the probationary training period of the cadets in troops/forces.

In accordance with the requirements for the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR are perfected the forms and the methods of training the cadets and students. The basic forms of training work in school are the lectures, seminar classroom-group and practical exercises, self-study, consultations, control works, tests and examinations, army probationary training period.
In the training process great place occupies self-study, conducted under the leadership/manual of the commanders of subunits. Considerable increase as compared with the secondary school of the volume of training material, some changes in the order/formation of the supervision of progress present to the cadets high requirements. To organize self preparation so that with the minimum expenditures of time it would be possible to obtain the maximum of knowledge and skills - the first, to what must learn cadet in the shortest time.

In school from year to year are improved the conditions for self-study of the cadets. For this purpose daily are devoted three hours. The presence of the cadets during self preparation both is compulsory and in exercises. In these hours the cadets and the students study the recommended literature, they are prepared for the following day, are received the consultations of the instructors, are made practical works. To their services of diagram, trainer/simulators, the special classes, diverse textbooks.

In the beginning of each academic year with the cadets of new
Group of the Cadets of military financial speciality.
framing are carried out the conversations about forms and the maintenance of independent work, on hygiene and the correct organization of mental work. To the future officers actively inoculated the skills of work taking into account the specific character of the forthcoming service in troops/forces. Deserved universal acclaim the widespread among the cadets reminder "as necessary to work", which is the copy of the rule/handspikes of work, which were being located in receiving V. I. Lenin. "We carry out on work the better/best unit of our life, it speaks in reminder. - it is necessary to learn to work so that work would be light/lung and in order that it would be constant vital schooling".

THEORY AND PRACTICE

An improvement in the training of officers of financial service, close connection with life and activity of troops/forces are reached by army probationary training period. Forms and its methods with each year are perfected. The passage of school to the three year period of training made it possible to carry out two probationary training periods by common/general/total duration more than four months. For the first are headed the cadets of the second course, who pass practical training during 50 days. Before the termination of training
the graduates work on probation themselves in troops/forces more than 70 days.
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The programs of probationary training periods are comprised so that to ensure training and training the highly skilled specialists of the financial service, which would know well the life of troops/forces, possessed solid skills, they were ready for fruitful activity in the financial provision for a high combat readiness of military unit. Furthermore, the programs of army probationary training periods provide for acquisition by the cadets of the skills of organization and performing party-political work in troops/forces, their participation in mass-sport measures.

The probationary training period of students is organized and it is carried out in troops/forces of military districts and on fleets under the direct leadership/manual of the commander/chiefs of the financial service of military units. For the cadets it is necessary to master the large volume of practical work; therefore the commanders and the instructors in advance prepare them for the accomplishment of this objective. They acquaint future probationers with the program of practice, explain in detail its target and the problems, the procedure of the execution of individual missions and
other questions, connected with the journey to troops/forces.

The cadets of the second course work on probation themselves in headquarters and services of material and technical supply, they acquire the skills of the conduct of party-political work, material and financial support, are occupied virtually by the questions of military government. The graduates in essence work on probation themselves in the financial service of military unit. Here they virtually master all questions of organization and financial provision for combat and political education, maintenance, exploitation and repair of armament and combat material, home-economic needs, disbursement of monetary allowance serviceman and the wages to worker and employee.

In accordance with program the probationers carry out political exercises, political information and conversations with the soldiers and the sergeants, they acquaint with work of the party and Komsomol organizations of subunits, advice/councils of Leninist rooms, stirrers, editorial boards of the wall newspapers, actively they participate in the measures, conducted in each unit.
Group of the cadets of naval speciality.
For the time of probationary training period the cadets learn much that is interesting and instructive, perfect their knowledge and skills.

Third-year-students yearly pass the probationary training period as the heads of the groups of political exercises in military units. Preliminarily with the probationer-cadets is carried out the instructional assembly, in the course of which they acquaint with history and combat traditions of military unit, the problems of combat and political education, life and the mode of life of personnel.

The commanders of military units give a good estimate to work of the cadets, they note their high theoretical preparation/training, industriousness and zealous relation to the execution of their missions. For example, into 1966 83 percent of probationers obtained distinct, and remaining - good estimates. Many commanders excite petition about the direction of the graduates of school for the passage of service into those military units, where they worked on
probation themselves.

Army practice has great significance also for the instructors. In the process of supervision of work of the cadets they study the work experience of the better/best commander/chiefs of the financial service of units, they generalize materials from the practice of the financing of troops/forces, they participate in the conducted assemblies and the conferences of military financiers. The assembled in troops/forces materials are utilized in education and teaching work.

Successful conducting army probationary training period in many respects depends on leadership/manual from the commanders of the military units, their deputies and commander/chiefs of financial service. Little work into organization and conducting army probationary training period invested the Generals V. D. Yarmolovich, V. A. Mozharov, V. V. of Sarajevo, D. P. Khlyubko, the officers M. G. Alekseyenko, N. S. Boyko, A. D. Gel'skiy, V. L. Zamslov, I. I. In'kov, A. I. Karpenko, V. A. Kurakin, V. I. Pavlenko, G. D. Poddubnyy, D. P. Romanenko, I. Z. Sirotin, I. V. Trukhanov, Ya. M. Shenderov and many others.

Especially charitable effect on the perfection/improvement of military knowledge and skills have the tactical exercises, conducted
jointly with troops/forces of the Moscow military district. Participating in these exercises, the cadets receive the real representation of the character of modern combat, seize by the ways of using a weapon technicians, directly are tested those difficulties, which are unavoidable during the execution of combat missions.
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The troop commander of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district with the tally of exercises repeatedly noted the successful actions of the cadets, their resoluteness, high discipline and discipline, a good field training standard.

The important resource of training and training the future officers is the masterful organization of the service of troops/forces. In school constantly is supported a strict prescribed order/formation, is exhibited the concern for an improvement in internal, garrison and guard duty, which are the integral part of the training process.

School exhibits the constant concern for the first step/pitches of the service of the graduates in troops/forces. Begin services in unit - great event in young officer's life, one of the most difficult
stages of his formation. Specifically, at this time are embedded the foundations of the authority of officer, is acquired the experience of independent work. This is why the commanders and the instructors are considered it their duty to support with the graduates business bond/connections.

In school are very concerned those, as will meet the severe military service of its foster children in troops/forces, as they will begin their official activity during practical work. Therefore the commanders, the political workers and the instructors follow the service of their pupils, help them to overcome the difficulty with which is unavoidably connected the life and the activity of the young officers of financial service.

For rendering aid to the graduates in military districts are carried out the rendezvous of the leading workers of financial organs with the young officers, to whom invite themselves the representatives of school. At such rendezvous the young Lieutenants are divided by their successes and concerns, they tell to their educators about how they virtually solve the problems of the financial provision for troops/forces.

Command conducts regular correspondence with the commanders of military units and the financial departments of the military
districts, in which serve the pupils of Yaroslavl military school. From units they communicate on work of the graduates, on positive sides and deficiency/lacks in their preparation/training. At the same time many young officers support correspondence with the commanders and the instructors, attend school during leaves of absence and always are received advice/councils and explanations on their agitating questions.
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At lecture on the history of CPSU. Lecture reads Lieutenant Colonel I. A. Sokolov.
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In school it became kind tradition from year to year to increase and to perfect training and supply base, constant to support it in masterful state. Is at present a well well-organized camp with the training fields, the posts, the sport area/sites, the stadium, the shooting gallery and other objectives. In winter and in summer in camp the cadets successfully master the basic themes of exercises on tactics, the mass-destruction weapon of enemy and protective means from it, military topography, fire and physical training.

Near from military post is arrange/located the rifle/infantry training ground, equipped taking into account contemporary requirements. For training exercises at fire training and the final adjustment of the exercises of firing from side arms is an equipped shooting gallery.

Continues to be expanded sport base. Are well equipped sport halls, play area/sites and posts. In summer period perform water stations. Serious attention is given to the perfection/improvement of
material base and to the provision for a clarity of training on marching drill.

For successful conducting classroom exercises and consultations in school are created and equipped the special classes and the offices. Much work and ingenuity invested the instructors of military-tactical cycle into the equipment of classes and offices of tactics, mass-destruction weapon of enemy, military topography. Let us visit, for example, into the office of tactics. Are here equipped benches, sand table, mock-ups with tactical situation. Cadet or officer has the opportunity to obtain, consultation. To their services the automatic handbook, which contains data on the basic questions of all object/subjects of cycle.

In model manner is equipped office on the mass-destruction weapon of enemy. The operating electric trainers of dosimeters, the models of the ammunition, utilized for applying a nuclear, chemical and bacteriological weapon, the electrified mock-up of the plotting board of estimate and nonbearing to the map/chart of radiological situation, windows with protective means, incendiary, smoke and simulators and other allowances contribute to successful research on this complex and important object/subject.
Is equipped in the modern manner the office of military topography. In it besides visual aids are necessary equipment, with the aid of which is mastered the orientation on the Polaris and the moon, the training instrument, which fixes the skills of the selection of the sheets of topographic maps, mock-ups and the instruments, which help to perfect knowledge.

On former storage quarters/premises are equipped the special classes of material of motor vehicles and research on the rule/handspikes of street traffic. Here there are all assemblies, units and the parts of automobile, which ensure clarity in research on its equipment and exploitation.

The perfection/improvement of training and supply base made it possible to successfully conduct training and sharply raised the progress, the cadets. If to 1964 examinations in the state automobile inspection from the very first were maintain/withstood 70-75 percent of the cadets, then during the subsequent years - 95-100.
In exercises on protection against mass destruction weapons of enemy. To the left—Lieutenant Colonel M. M. Cyril.
Little made for the supply of material for the training process with the instructors of social and economic disciplines. The collective of cycle invested much work into the equipment of the lecture hall, in which are carried out the exercises according to the history of the CPSU, class of political economy and office of party-political work.

The classes and the offices on the object/subjects of special cycles are equipped in accordance with the program of school, and many of them are its kind the laboratories of theory and practice of the army and financial economy of military unit. The office of the mechanization of computational works is equipped with the necessary quantity of contemporary calculators.
Field exercises through communications carried out Colonel V. N. Bul'ychev.
Good ingenuity in the equipment of the special class of financial economy revealed the instructors headed by the commander/chief of cycle the Colonel of intendance service A. N. Bogomolov. The class it disposes of the long exposure of training material on organization and of financial economic operation of military unit, by the automated benches, the instruments of classification and accounting of money resources.

Deserve attention the electrified trainer/simulators, created on the cycle of bookkeeping accounting. These instruments are utilized for the training session of the cadets in the composition of bookkeeping installations on economic operations, they make it possible to visually rapidly memorize cipher, name and the correspondence of counts.

Widely are utilized the special classes of foreign languages and the office of phonics. Office it disposes of the composite contemporary equipment, which makes it possible to produce recording
and playback of speech with English, German and French.
Control panel has two-way communication with compartments and the
work sites of the cadets.

To the services of personnel of the library of artistic and
special funds, the having reading halls and counting are more than
100 thousand volumes of political, military, special and artistic
literature.

IN FRIENDSHIP WITH SPORTS

In school it is made little for an improvement in the physical
hardening/quenching of soldiers, development of the mass forms of
sport, cultivation of the athletes of the high class. The names of
the cadets, officers and employees of school increasingly more
frequently are encountered in the number of prize-winners of
garrison, urban, regional, circular/neighborhood and army
competitions. Certain ones are the prize-winners of the sport
competitions of the Armies of the amicable countries.

In physical training the cadets the primary attention is given
to the correct organization and conducting morning physical
excercises and planned/planning exercises. The cadets seize by the skills of the accelerated movement, sailing/cruising, overcoming of obstacles, throwing of grenades, of hand-to-hand fighting, attack and self-defense. The youths successfully master program on physical training. For the time of training they reach high sport results and successfully they pass exhaust examinations on this discipline. All graduates of school have a sport rank and a sign "soldier-athlete".
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Not less important place in training physical endurance occupies mass-sport work. Populsuly it is in the sport halls of school, on the sport pads of military post and camp. Regularly pass exercises in sport sections. The cadets under the leadership/manual of the experimental instructors and commanders perfect their physical training.

Mass-sport work in school is organized and it is carried out so that it not only fortifies the health of personnel, but also it contributes to fruitful training, develops the necessary systematic skills and the ability correctly to organize physical training the soldier, sailors, sergeants and Chief Petty Officers in troops/forces and in fleet.
The questions of mass sport work are located in the center of the attention of party and Komsomol organizations, they are discussed during the collections of communists and members of VLKSM, they are elucidated in wall press/imprint. Regularly carried out winter and summer spartakiadas according to ten forms of sport, rifle/infantry and composite competitions, crosscountry races, the combined relay races and military sports-meet. In sport competitions participate all cadets.

In mass-sport work actively participate the commanders of subunits, including officers V. G. Zorin, M. A. Shishkin et al. Their high personal physical training is an example for subordinates. Many officers are carried along by gymnastics, skis and the applied military forms of sport.

Contests within school, as a rule, are preceded by garrison and circular/neighborhood. During the garrison competitions of the group of school constantly occupy prize places on officer sports-meet, skis, volleyball, classical and free struggle, box, manual ball, heavy athletics, sailing/cruising, gymnastics, bullet firing. On the successes of sport groups testify ten beakers and the numerous certificates, earned during competitions. By the champions of Yaroslavl garrison on box in different years were the cadets M. B. Kaziy, V. N. Yantikov and V. N. Popov, on crosscountry race - S. I.
The sport groups of the school repeatedly emerged by victors in competitions to the precedence of the Moscow military district. Only in recent years they repeatedly were prize-winners in composite test on circular/neighborhood spartakiadas and, as a rule, they occupied the third place among military units and the military educational institutions of district.

From year to year increases the number of forms of the sport, on which the school occupies prize places in district. Into 1965 it earned the second place among military schools on firing. The third places among military schools are conquered on box and manual ball on the precedence of armed forces of the USSR.

Into 1966 during the competitions of the district of the group of school improved its indices, after taking up the second places on sailing/cruising and gymnastics, the third - on firing. Not less successfully came forward athlete-financiers during circular/neighborhood competitions in 1967. They took up the first place among military schools and the second overall place on skis, the second place on gymnastics and the third place on track and field.
Summing up the results of the 33rd winter spartakiada of the Moscow military district, the newspaper "red soldier" on 1 February 1967 it communicated: "of the group of military schools after many-year interruption strongest became the athletes of the Moscow higher all-arms school of the name of Soviet the RSFSR. On the second place their old rivals are a group of Ryazansk military automobile school. In the third place moved out the well prepared group of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva".

During circular/neighborly competitions into 1968 and 1969 the athletes of school among educational institutions took up the first place on ski sport, the second - on gymnastics, the fourth - on track and field sports and military triple competition. They awarded the second overall place in command test.

Worthily they protected the sport honor of school and became the prize-winners of the precedence of the Moscow military district and Moscow district of air defense the officers V. N. Dovbn, P. V. Zavoystyy, Yu. M. Novichkov, Yu. Kh. Khasanov, the employees are a foreman of sport E. R Bubnov and candidate into the foreman of the sport N. G. Tskhay, the cadets Yu. G. Belov, E. of V. Goponenko, B.
M. Granovskiy, V. P. Zhikharev, V. Ya. of the Kalmyk, V. V. Lazarevich, V. P. Laktistov, P. Ya. Lyasota, N. F. Nefedov, I. F. Semenikhin, V. F. Silant’yev, foreman of sport private A. A. Shilin and many others.
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Exponential exercise through financial economy carried out by the Colonel of Intendence Service N. K. Kashitskov.
In competitions to the precedence of armed forces into 1965 female rifle/infantry group took up the first place among the military schools of the Moscow zone. The second place earned boxers, and the third place - arrow/pointer and basketball players. Into 1967 the Yaroslavl residents took up the fourth overall place on firing, and among the military schools of troops/forces of the air defense of the country - the third place on struggle. Into 1960 on the precedence of the Soviet Armed Forces they earned the fourth place on skis and struggle, but on box - the ninth place.

Everything more becomes in the school of the athletes of the high class. The champion of troops/forces of the antiaircraft defense of the country was the honorary foreman of the sport of the USSR, the former instructor of tactics Major L. a. Latyshev. The very same was the repeated champion of the circular/neighborhing and other competitions on skis. The remarkable successes in ski sport attained the instructor of physical training the foreman of sport Lieutenant A. v. Taraskov. He earned the rank of the champion of the amicable
Armies, champion of armed forces of the USSR and land forces. Besides this, Anatole Vital'yeich is the champion of the match rendezvous of olympic groups on biathlon of 1966.

The high rank of the champion of the Soviet Armed Forces among military educational institutions on box were awarded the foreman of sport private V. D. Galionov and cadets O. I. Akulishin, V. N. Buryantsev, V. P. Timofeev, but on firing - the foreman of sport Chief Petty Officer M. I. Malyutin. By the prime-winners of competitions to the precedence of armed forces of the USSR on box became the cadets V. A. Vomelov, V. N. Yantikov and Private L. A. Karapetyan.

Achievements in sport testify to the correct organisation of mass-sport work in school, and also a good organisation of training work with the participants of composite groups, conducted by director of physical training and sport activities by Major A. S. Sharov and instructor by Major L. A. Meshchanov.

Personnel of school continues to perfect its skill. Sport committee much makes in order that the sport would be mass in order that would increase series of the highly skilled athletes.
ENGINURIS OF HUMAN SPIRITS

In the affair of training military-financial cadres the leading role belongs to the training officers. In school there are several the experimental commanders, the political workers and the instructors who many years successfully prepare military financiers. At the same time the cadres of educators are supplemented by the officers from troops/forces, who have high theoretical preparation/training, work experience and tendency toward pedagogical activity. Among them there are officers, graduating from military
department with the Moscow financial institute. Many young instructors in short periods seize by systematic habits and successfully are conducted training and training the cadets.

On the foundation of the preparation of educators is laid the party principle, which requires in order that military teacher would be not only specialist, but also the ideological tutor of the cadets. He must bring up the trainees in the spirit of communism, selfless devotion to the socialist native land and deep consciousness of his military duty.

Once it was considered that shape by instructor can each. It suffices to have a work experience in troops/forces. But practice refuted this representation. Instructor's profession - this the intimate knowledge of theory, and vast practical experience, and many-sided systematic skills, and the particular talent of teacher-educator. This is why in school is given constant attention to command and teaching personnel. Extensive work is maintained with the newly arrived officers.

Work on generalization and dissemination of the advanced experience of training and training has the establishing system and is carried out in various forms. In battalions and on cycles perform the object commissions on which are examined the texts of lectures,
training missions for the execution of practical and control works, the plans for seminar and class-group exercises, is discussed the procedure of their conducting. Particular attention turns to that that exercises would bear creative character, they were tightly connected with the life of troops/forces; in order that each exercise by its ideological direction, by the freshness of thoughts, by the instructiveness of examples and facts deeply would interest each cadet, it enriched his memory and excited creative thought.
Exercise through research on calculating technology conducts Lieutenant Colonel G. V. Shevtsov.
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Important place in the perfection/improvement of the pedagogical skill of the officers belongs to systematic conferences. They are carried out systematically and purposeful. They were memorized for a long time to the participants of the conference: the "Leninist style of work", "Training the cadets in the spirit of the requirements for the moral code of the builder of communism", the "Role of lecture in the training process", "Unity of the process of training and training", "For unity of the requirements in the evaluation of the knowledge of the cadets", "Self-study of the cadets", "Training in the cadets of conscious military discipline", "For the inculcation of love for military-financial speciality".

To the perfection/improvement of the training process and systematic skill of the instructors contributes also exchange of experience of education and teaching work on other [Institute of Higher Education], military department with the Moscow financial institute and the military units in which is carried out the army probationary training period of the cadets.
The experience, acquired in school, it showed that fundamentally to study its object/subject young instructor can in a comparatively short period. To mastery of the procedure of training and training frequently depart the years. Cadet too little give the "positioned" sum of knowledge. From it it is necessary to grow officer, in love into his profession, who has views and the convictions of firm Soviet patriot, infinite devoted to the native land, the Communist Party.

The tested sources of the acquisition of teaching skills is the use of the experience of the senior comrades and their aid. At the same time the formation of the newly arrived officers on command, political and teaching work is unthinkable without systematic independent work, active participation in seminars, conferences, the conferences of cycles. The preparation of the young instructors begins from the composition of personal plan, familiarization with the organization of the training process, research on its responsibilities, assimilation of the order of the work of school, visit of lectures, practical, seminar and class-group exercises, conducted by the experimental instructors.
Many young teachers comparatively rapidly become good tutors of the cadets. A high feeling of responsibility for the charged affair, systematic and hard work, personal exemplariness in the execution of military duty, ability to lean on collective, and first of all during party and Komsomol organization, bring the distinguished success.

Instructor's road to the hearts of the cadets is difficult. These are hard work above preparation/training for each exercise, the daily self-critical analysis of made, great meditations and constant search/scannings, the fever of heart, given to its foster children. Very neatly about this said the poet:

This profession will require much,

Patience and courage, forces and passions,

Be honest. In order heart stranger to move,

your open fearless wide ¹.

FOOTNOTE ¹. Rasul Gamzatov. Verses and poems. v. 2. M, the publishing house of artistic literature, 1964, page 104. ENDFOOTNOTE.
At present education and teaching work in school it conducts the highly skilled collective of the officers. Almost all instructors have higher military or special pedagogical education, the solid experience of pedagogical and command work in military educational institutions.

By the foreman of systematic and education and teaching work recommended himself the Colonel of intendance service A. N. Bogomolov. More than twenty years Andrey Nikolayevich served in school. For this time he grew from instructor to head of one of the leading cycles. Andrey Nikolayevich not only possessed vast knowledge, but also it could to transmit them to others. It instructively organized and it carried out the systematic preparation of the instructors of cycle, in a personal example it showed as necessary to prepare and to perform lecture, practical or control work, it required creative approach to each exercise.

A personal example in conjunction with high exacting demand, an intimate contact with the commanders of Cadet subunits, the commander/chiefs of cycles and the instructors of other disciplines made it possible for Andrey Nikolayevich to successfully lead cycle, to solve the problems of the special preparation of the cadets.
During July 1959 A. N. Bogomolov is discharged on the distinguished rest.
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By outstanding military teacher revealed himself the senior instructor of the cycle of social and economic disciplines Lieutenant Colonel V. V. Korolev, who served in the school of sixteen years. He read the course of political economy, and certain time and the course of the history of CPSU. Having higher pedagogical and military-political education, disposing of the experience of teaching and propagandistic work, it it possessed wide view and the systematic skill of training and training the future officers. The most complex material it set forth clearly, interestingly and convincingly, it attempted to build its exercises in order to train the cadets to deep independent thinking during the accomplishment of any mission.

The exercises which carried out Lieutenant Colonel V. V. Korolev, differed in terms of theoretical depth and close connection with practice, with life, with the economic and political problems of the Soviet people. For the time of service in school Vladimir Vasilyevich read many lectures, he conducted hundreds of seminar studies, but main he consid-ered not the quantity of the exercises
conducted, but their quality. It strove deep mastering the progress material and never felt sorry time for individual work with the cadets.

Officer V. V. Korolev you will not name narrow professional, its knowledge emerge far beyond the frames of their object/subject. It read much, loves and knows art, it can argue on the questions of literature, music, physics ... in its time when in school was for the first time introduced the course of protection against atomic weapons, they read the first lectures for personnel about the physical foundations of atomic weapon.

Officer-communist V. V. Korolev took an active part in party-political work. He constantly act/appeared before personnel with lectures and reports on political and economic themes, repeatedly it was selected into the leading party organs of cycle and school.

Going into retirement due to health status, Vladimir Vasilyevich became the instructor of the political economy of the Yaroslavl state pedagogical institute in honor of of K. D. Ushinskiy. It published several scientific works, it shielded dissertation and was awarded the scientific degree of the candidate of economic sciences.
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(Caption next page).
In the hours of self-study.
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Recalling the years of training in school, the graduate student of Yaroslavl state pedagogical institute V. A. Teshkin wrote that Lieutenant Colonel V. V. Korolev "... was Soviet officer's model and he used among us great authority. He distinguished himself by his smart appearance, cheerfulness, exacting demand of itself and in terms of subordinate. Its lectures were obeyed with considerable attention, as they conducted in the form of the lively conversations, it is interesting, it is intelligible, convincingly".

Great popularity in the cadets enjoys the deputy commander/chief of social and economic cycle Lieutenant Colonel L. A. Sokolov. Working to school by propagandist in troops/forces, it it accumulated and systematized factual material from the experience of combat and political education. Supplementing knowledge in school, it it acquired the experience of methodologist and educator. This aided it to stop in series of the better/best teachers. The attractiveness of the lectures which were read by Lt. Col. L. A. Sokolov, consists not only of oratorical art, but also of deep ideological-theoretical maintenance, of simplicity, of clarity and originality of
presentation.

Distinctive features of Leo Alexandrovich is the intimate knowledge of object/subject, the hot tendency to accustom the future officers to research on the necessary literature, especially the products of the classicists of Marxism-Leninism. And therefore so diligently and inspired sets forth it material, so are attentive the cadets. In the seminar studies, conducted by Lieutenant Colonel L. A. Sokolov, always reigns recipient creative situation.

Successfully conducted education and teaching work the senior instructor of special disciplines, the pupil of school, the Lieutenant Colonel of the intendance service M. S. Zinchenko. Into 1950 he successfully finished school, and after eight years - with gold medal military department with the Moscow financial institute. He could to establish/install this contact with the cadets, which he made it possible for him to hold an exercise on high level, to strive deep mastering material.

Telling, for example, to cadets about the essence of wages in the USSR, to officer M. S. Zinchenko not only it set forth the essence of legislation about remuneration of work, but also it opened the character of public work, its objective need for the USSR, convincingly it explained the action of the economic law of
distribution according to work.
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For officer M. S. Zinchenko is characteristic deep interest in the successes of each trainee. To cadet A. P. Kheruvimov, for example, with difficulty was given the studied discipline. It very often received pairs, it became passive, careless on exercises. Mikhail Semenovich extended many effort/forces in order to inspire cadet, to inspire confidence into its forces. Frequently it helped to solve complex problems, in all possible ways encouraged cadet, before all platoon it noted its effort and the first successes. This, it is logical, it inspired A. P. Kheruvimova, it gave to it new forces. Feeling sincere aid and instructor's support, cadet it could not remain indifferent, it became thrust to work and in the very near future it overtook the comrades it finished school and successfully it works in troops/forces.

Senior instructor the Lieutenant Colonel of the intendance service M. S. Zinchenko during August 1968 is transferred into one of the central divisions of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR.

By deep maintenance and clarity differ the exercises in
financial economy, which carries out the Colonel of Intendance
service N. K. Kashlakov. Solid theoretical preparation/training and
practical work experience in troops/forces, good systematic skills
allowed him to become one of the better/best instructors of school.
Nicholas Constantinovich's systematic skill is based first of all on
detailed knowledge object/subject, wide erudition, good understanding
of economic laws of socialist society.

Difficult was its path/route in the instructors. At the end of
the war the soldier-front-line soldier N. K. Kashlakov acted the
military-financial school of the red Army and into 1945 he became
officer. After eleven years with gold medal it finished military
department with the Moscow financial institute and it was directed
toward teaching work in school.

Nicholas Constantinovich uses great respect and authority among
personnel, it differs high exacting demand of itself and of the
cadets. It actively participates in party-political and social
activities.
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Remember their tutor the finished school young officers. They
thank it for science, they communicate in a friendly way on
themselves secret that it entrusts the only to close person, they ask advice/council and aid. This is what wrote officer N. K. Kashlakov the Lieutenant of intendance service V. A. Karev during March 1964: "That to your name I write letter, here there is nothing surprising. In us in school all instructors good, but for each student in the memory remain their better/best teachers, from whom they take an example and want to be such, their as senior comrades".

FOOTNOTE 1. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, l. 83. ENDFOOTNOTE.

By experimental methodologist-tactician will have a reputation senior instructor Lieutenant Colonel P. V. Zavoystyy. More than decades works Peter Vasilyevich by instructor. Its high business authority is a result of daily, conscientious work. Rich combat experience and the experience of service in troops/forces, high general education and military training, systematic work on an increase in their knowledge help it successfully to train and to bring up the future officers.

One of the unique characteristics of officer P. V. Zavoysty's pedagogical skill is the ability to draw the attention of the cadets
to object/subject, to cause in them interest in deep research on material. By reading, let us say, lecture about the foundations of the combat operations of subunits, Lieutenant Colonel P. V. Zavoystyy not only explains their problems in combat, but also clearly he sets forth the requirements for manual/regulations, it opens the character of modern combat, it shows the tendency of the development of forms and ways of armed conflict.

Just as thoughtful it organizes and it carries out Peter Vasilyevich field exercises. Instructor develops the tactical thinking of the cadets, trains thorough to analyze situation, to rapidly be oriented during its change, to make independent decisions, to display initiative and sharpness, to foresee the development of combat operations. In the course of exercises it gives bright episodes of daring and audacious decisions, energetic and decisive actions of the commanders of subunits in the years of the Great Patriotic War.
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Peter Vasilyevich skillfully connects exercises with the contemporary requirements for conduct of battle and the possibilities of troops/forces.
By great love and respect uses Peter Vasilyevich Zavoystyy in the cadets. This is how writes about it the graduate of school the Lieutenant of intendance service I. N. Zhdanov: "Diffficult was considered the object/subject of tactics. Much was necessary above it to work, yes even instructor was strict .... Lieutenant Colonel P. V. Zavoystyy taught and asked well strictly. Me he from soul pleased himself by his human simplicity and justice".

FOOTNOTE : Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulyov. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, f. 39. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Noticeable trail in the biographies of the future officers leave the commanders of subunits. They always with their foster children: in the classes and in field - where ripens the workmanship of the cadets. One of such officers is the commander of the battalion of Lieutenant Colonel V. K. Yegorenko. It differs deep love for its affair, for people.
(Caption next page)
The cadets acquaint with combat material.

Service in officer V. K. Yegorenko's Army it began in the years of the Great Patriotic War. During May 1942 after completion of Grozny infantry school by Junior Lieutenant V. K. Yegorenko was directed into 86-th cavalry regiment 32nd cavalry division. Platoon commander, then the commander of mortar battery, V. K. Yegorenko passed path/route from the Volga to Elba.

In combat with German aggressors Vasily Kirillovich revealed himself by daring and decisive, initiative and persistent commander. He brought up at personnel of battery courage, bravery, artillery skill, selfless devotion to the native land. For skillful command of subunits and officer V. K. Yegorenko's, personal bravery it was rewarded the Orders of the Red Banner, Aleksandr Nevsky, patriotic war I degree and many medals.

After two years after war experimental combat officer was assigned by platoon commander in the school, where for the time of service it grew to battalion commander.
The subunit, by which he commands officer V. K. Yegorenko, repeatedly showed the distinct and good results in combat and political education, high discipline and discipline. Life on manual/regulations here became law. Vasily Kirillovich attained that all commanders of subunits strictly require unconditional execution by each cadet of prescribed responsibilities. The officers of battalion constantly inoculate to soldiers faultless industriousness, creative relation to the execution of orders, instructions of the commander/chiefs, requirements for manual/regulations. Showing an example in service, Lieutenant Colonel V. K. Yegorenko rightfully he uses the distinguished authority.

"When goes conversation about the commanders, writes the captain of intendance service V. S. Shepelev, I always recall about its former company commander the Major V. K. Yegorenko. It was for us, the cadets, the present tutor, respected by man. Our commander possessed the ability to approach the man, always it was simple, it exhibited concern and sensitivity to subordinates. And we tried to imitate to it. Especially much attention it gave to combat training personnel, he was the present foreman of conducting exercises on this discipline.
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Our company differed in terms of the high combat culture and the coordination, the good performance of combat songs. We very respected formation/order, because it respected our commander. No one remembers the case in order that Major V. K. Yegorenko sometimes would appear before the formation/order in slovenly form, although once it fed nonprescribed group. It was to any look, as he accepts or it gives report as it approaches the formation/order. We always were proud by our commander. 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the general of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, ll. 27-28. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Not less successfully train and bring up the future officers the commanders of subunits the Lieutenant Colonels N. D. Kravchenko, V. S. Malygin, N. I. Shevyakov, Majors Yu. N. Potapov, N. A. Shishkin.

For high indices in the training of officers of financial service some commanders, the political workers and the instructors of school are awarded government decoration/awards. By the Order of the Red Banner of Labor is rewarded Major General M. G. Shpilevskiy, the Order of the Red Star, i.e., Colonel I. Ye. Katalov and Lieutenant
Colonel V. S. Mady - Colonel I. Ye. Katalov and Lieutenant Colonel V. S. Malygin, by Medal for Distinguished Combat Service - Lieutenant Colonel V. K. Yegorenko and the Lieutenant Colonel of Intendance Service N. F. Savenkov, Major N. A. Shishkin et al. Noting the successes in education and teaching work the Ministry of the Education of the RSFSR it appropriated the rank of the excellent man of the national education of the RSFSR with the presentation of badges "excellent man of the national education of the RSFSR" to the Colonels of Intendance service A. N. Bogomolov and S. T. Makino, engineer lieutenant-colonel to F. V. Gerasimov, Lieutenant Colonel of Intendance service V. A. Zychenkov and Lieutenant Colonel V. V. Korolev.

In Creative Search/Scanning.

Education and teaching work in any military educational institution is effective if and only if it is enriched in creative thought. This is why in school great place occupies the scientific research activity, directed toward the provision for the training process. In recent years the instructors of school more actively began to be united to this work.
In accordance with plan each cycle solidly determined the airfoil/profile of its research.

Successfully are solved the scientific research questions on the cycle of social and economic disciplines. Are here developed the transactions, which open the leading role of V. I. Lenin and to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in the sphere of financial policy of our state. Colonel N. I. Ulanov it wrote in 1961 in school was published on the right/laws of the manuscript his book "V. I. Lenin about the finances and the financial policy". It acquaints the reader with V. I. Lenin's works on the questions of finances and financial policy of proletarian state, it helps to deeply understand role and significance of finances in Communist construction.

Into 1962 senior instructor of political economy Lieutenant Colonel V. V. Kočölav finished work on the composition of collection the "questions of the financial policy in the decisions of CPSU". Collection is published by school on the right/laws of the manuscript.
Cadet A. K. Bazanov carries out political information.
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In recent years on the cycle of social and economic disciplines are written the interesting abstracts, dedicated to the questions of the leading role of CPSU in the construction of Communist society and in the fortification of the defense of the country. To them can be attributed abstracts "program of CPSU about the functions of socialist state into the period of the started construction of communism", "international significance of Communist construction in the USSR and its effect on the development of the world revolutionary process", "XXIII Party Congress about an increase in the scientific level of leadership/manual of Communist construction", "essence and the basic principles of scientific approach to leadership/manual of troops/forces".

They are of interest of the works, in which are investigated the individual questions of history and contemporary life of 4roslavskaya Oblast: "from the history of the revolutionary past of 4roslavskaya Oblast" and "economic reform in action". On cycle is written the abstract "psychological preparation/training the Soviet soldiers".
Not less successfully conduct scientific research work the instructors of tactics. The commander/chief of cycle Colonel V. G. Prozorov investigated the problem of tactical surprise. In the work are elucidated the basic theoretical condition/positions concerning means/facilities, ways and the ways of the achievement of surprise under varied conditions of combat situation.

Vasily Grigor'evich's work obtained high estimate. The military publishing house of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR into 1958 produced into world/light the book "tactical surprise". It obtained wide reputation in the Armies of the socialist countries and it was published into 1959 in the Czechoslovak socialist republic, but in 1961 - in Hungarian People's Republic. Taking into account the great demand of the Soviet readers for the book "tactical surprise", military publishing house it republished it into 1965. The scientific research of Colonel V. G. Prozorov in the individual questions of combat training repeatedly was published in log "military herald". The Colonel V. G. Prozorov is co-author of the allowance according to the procedure of tactical training the cadets of higher all-arms command schools, published by military publishing house.
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In scientific research and systematic work on the cycle of tactics participate all instructors. They created textbooks, lectures and systematic developments for the history of the art of war, the tactics and the troop rear, protection against mass destruction weapons of enemy, engineering preparation/training and other object/subjects.

Valuable initiative revealed the instructors of the cycles of special disciplines. They created a series of textbooks on different object/subjects. One of the first published into 1962 textbook on military government. Great success in the cadets uses the textbook on financial economy, written into 1963, and then reworked and republished into 1969 collective of writers under the leadership/manual of the Colonel of the intendance service A. N. Bogomolov.

Important significance for practical training the cadets has that which was republished into 1963 "collections of problems in the monetary allowance of the servicemen". Into 1969 group of the instructors, headed by the Colonel of intendance service M. Sh. Zaslavskiy, wrote published textbook about the remuneration of work of workers and the employees of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR.
Into 1965 Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service L. L. Bessmertnyy wrote the textbook of the "foundation of bookkeeping accounting". After three years the collective of writers in the composition of the Colonel of the intendance service S. I. Makhno, the Lieutenant Colonel of the comissariat service G. N. Besedin and captain of the intendance service V. S. Shepeleva prepared and into 1969 published the second unit of this allowance, i.e., "accounting in military construction organizations".

The instructors of school prepare for publication a series of other interesting textbooks, comprise and perfect training missions for the execution of practical and control works.

The developed and published in school textbooks also successfully are utilized in practical work with the officers of the financial service of military units.

In recent years a series of the instructors passes the examinations of the candidate minimum and it prepares for dissertation. To the research of the questions of the financial provision for troops/forces are dedicated the abstracts of the Lieutenant Colonels of intendance service A. A. of Molchanovo, N. F. Savenkova, N. P. Soldatova, the Major of the intendance service V. V. Prokhorovskiy. The materials of these abstracts are utilized when
conducting exercises on monetary allowance and wages.
The commanders and the instructors among the graduates of school, who took part in the conference of the young officers of the financial service of the Moscow military district.
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The individual instructors work above the development of the problems of party-political and financial work in troops/forces.

From all methodological problems most timely is the problem — as to teach? In this connection deserve attention the abstracts, which examine the questions of pedagogy. In the works of the Colonel of the intendance service M. Sh. Zaslavskiy "Essence and the unique characteristics of training and training the cadets of military-financial speciality" and of the Colonel of the intendance service N. K. Kasilakova "The application/use of the basic principles of the Soviet didactics in the teaching of course "Financial economy" the authors investigate the unique characteristics of training and training the cadets, they generalize the advanced experience of education and teaching work.

The questions of scientific research work are located in the center of the attention of military science society. At its
conferences are discussed creative plans, the results of their execution, are planned measures for the elimination of deficiency/lacks and further improvement in the work. Fruitfully leads military science activity the candidate of economic sciences the Colonel of intendance service this year purse, many years the heading training division of school.

THE HOUSE IN WHICH WE LIVE.

In school have long it become rule/handspike, that the man cannot but love the house, where it lives. But to love - this it means to take care and to decorate it, to improve, to create the necessary conditions for the satisfaction of the everyday requirements of its inhabitants.

... the military post of school required major repair, reconstruction, order and the construction of new objectives. Necessary were money resources, equipment, building materials, furniture.

The order of military post beginning in autumn 1957 began from the fact that the furnace heating was replaced central. For this it
was necessary to construct boiler room, all furnaces to dismantle/select. Then were begun the repair of buildings and official quarters/premises. And in summer without interruption conducted in summer construction-repair work. With each day grew prettier the barracks and official quarters/premises, appeared good-quality athletics ground, turned green the upset trees and colors. But ahead were new difficulties.
During September 1961 on school were charged the complex problems of preparation/training besides the military financiers even the specialists of administrative services. For location and training of the cadets it was insufficient quarters/premises. During May 1962 by commander/chief Yaroslavskiy's instruction garrison to school was transmitted two-story building and some other quarters/premises, while in the following year were constructed four-storied barracks and dismountable wooden warehouse for the location of the training techniques for administrative services. Were begun the construction of club/puff, the equipment of the training classes.

Because of the friendly efforts of all collective the military post became not recognized. It and now with each year grows prettier. The considerable part of it territory is covered with asphalt, near
club/club is laid the garden. In post is landed more than 500

decorative trees, also, about 700 bushes, are broken flower gardens,
flower beds and lawns.

Into 1964 by resolution troop commander Moscow of the military
district to school was transmitted the camp. Its equipment required
great material and labor costs. In short period the territory of camp
was given into order/formation, were constructed the cemented brick
tent nests, were equipped training fields, quarters/rooms under
the classes and other objectives.

In winter and in summer in camp goes the stressed training.
Training the cadets is carried out on the well equipped training
fields. Each day of the stay in camp to limit is filled by exercises,
training sessions, exercises. Very frequently and night becomes the
time of the stressed work of the future officers.

"Thus and today, it was communicated at the pages of the
newspaper "Red soldier" on 17 July 1968, in the cadets the tactical
exercises on theme "Platoon in offensive at night" ... while running
platoons controlled the cadets G. V. Yermolovich and A. V. Antonov.
They made decisions upon the overcoming of the "Infected" sector,
upon reconnaissance/intelligence and area monitoring. To line for the
assault of the subunit of gain in the assigned time ... it seems, at
a height of the defense area of "enemy" it is not possible to find the place, wherever did not lie down "shells". "enemy" answers by fire/light. Whole space all around is shaken from bursts ... into assault platoons they will bring the cadets V. A. Semenov and P. D. Fedoseev ... it attack/advances the decisive minute.
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Into sky rockets red rocket/missile. Semenov Fedoseev give command: "Ob assault forward! ...".

Is improved camp sport base and the zones of rest. By the forces of the cadets without particular material and money expenditures is constructed sport complex, water station, summer stage and other structure/installations.

Places in camp marvellous: linden groves, fir and pine forest, birch copses. Here fresh wood clearings, and meadows with juicy verdure, and the thicket of bird-cherry brushwood along river.

Much work in recent years is invested into the provision for the cadets with tasty and diverse supply. Is fundamentally repaired quarters/premises kuxin-mess. Now it is the completely contemporary enterprise of army supply with the clearly determined/definite
prescribed methods of maintenance, it disposes of good techniques. Cadet mess is the peculiar center of training of the soldiers of the culture of conduct, aesthetical exacting demand of the rates of mode of life. Everything here draws the attention: and the beautifully designed hall, and the accurately served, covered with snowy tablecloths tables, and the polished to flare table utensils. But the main thing is/are is the tasty food, which prepare such foremen as M. A. Koncheva, P. V. Pavlov et al. In mess besides dishes on basic soldering is prepared the food on dietetic and hospital rates.
In exercises on fire training.
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For the reinforcement of supply of the cadets, soldiers and sergeants created kitchen economy. Economy yearly gives more than five tons of pork, four tons of vegetables and verdure.

In school on master they worry about the safety of products. Have here have long they forgotten about the so-called natural loss/depreciation, and in this first of all Chief Petty Officer I. F. Kravchenko's merit. More than twenty years Ivan Denisovich excellently works on this responsible sector of food service. Modest, industrious, exacting, thoughtful executive, he earned deep respect of all personnel. Ivan Denisovich repeatedly was encouraged by the deputy minister of defense - by the commander/chief of the rear of armed forces of the USSR, by the commander/chief of the central financial administration of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR and by the commander/chief of school.

In school in model manner are contained living quarters of the cadets. Here is clean, warm, comfortable. Contemporary furniture, on the windows of curtain and colors. On the sex/floors, rubbed to
flare, path/track. With taste, are meaningfully designed Leninist rooms. Into free time the cadets go here in order to rest, to read a little the fresh newspapers and the logs, to be slain to chess and cups, to have a talk, to write the letters.

Good tradition of the Yaroslav residents is training love and respect to military form. Good-quality uniform/clothing, neatness, smart-appearance, the distinct appearance of the cadets - the result of the constant concern of the commanders and instructors.

The sizable concern for the appearance of the cadets exhibit the specialists of item service. They in proper time provide them with all necessary. Kind glory goes in school about managing by the depot/dump of clothing and equipment supply Chief Petty Officer K. V. Pryamoev. It revealed itself by a good specialist-executive and thus already twenty years excellently it manages the trade on this responsible sector.

One of the veterans of school is the cavalier of two Orders of the Red Star, Medals for Valor, "for combat merits" and other decoration/awards Chief Petty Officer Ye. I. Bazdyrev.
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(Caption meets page.)
Exercise through automobile preparation/training carries out engineer major I. T. Guzenko.

More than twenty years it clearly organizes work on repair and maintenance of motor vehicles.

Skillfully work the medical workers of school. For the qualified maintenance of personnel they have all conditions. Medical point/post it disposes of necessary offices, chemists shop and infirmary. Offices are equipped with contemporary equipment. The specialist-physicians constantly conduct public health education and preventive work, they acquaint soldiers with the rule/handspikes of the prevention/warning of diseases.

Important merit in good work of the rear belongs to the financial service of school.

The command of school, party and Komsomol organizations, financial workers extended few effort/forces in order with the smallest expenditures to accomplish of the responsible tasks. Is made considerable work on the prolongation of the periods of the
exploitation of the technology, item and other munitions, the
distinct storage of food allotment and packing, the economical
consumption of material values. The work of the workers of material
and technical, medical and financial provision repeatedly received
the high estimate of the representatives of the Ministry/Department
of Defense, headquarters of military district.
In the class of foreign languages. Lesson conducts the senior instructor of L. I. Antonov.
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THE NAME OF GENERAL OF THE ARMY A. V. KHRULEV

In the beginning of July 1964 in the life of school occurred noteworthy event; to it it was appropriated the name of the accurate son of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, active participant of the great October Socialist Revolution, prominent statesman and military leader of the Soviet Armed Forces the General of the Army Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev.

Was born Andrey Vasilyevich on 30 September 1892 in lean peasant family in village of Bol'shaya Aleksandrovka, Red'kinskaya rural district, Yamburgskiy district, Petersburg province.

Into 1903 after completion of zamstvo school, the parents brought it into Petersburg and gave into the exercise of gold businesses to the foreman, in whom it stayed nine years. Strive for knowledge, Andrey Vasilyevich it returned by external student
examinations for four classes of urban school and finished the courses of the bookkeepers. At the end 1911 it began to attend meetings and collections of workers, it establish/installed bond/connection with the members of the Bolshevik Party, it fulfilled individual commissions.

Into 1912 for participation in revolutionary work Andrey Vseilyevich was arrested. Six months of prison conclusion and then dispatch beyond the limits of Petersburg - this sentence removed tsarist court to young Khrulev. After returning into Petersburg, it it began to work by metal worker at the Okhtinsk powder plant, where actively it participated as before in revolutionary work. Into 1913 Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev was called to military service. In summer following year the young soldier Khrulev rendered/showed in the trenches of the first world war.

February bourgeois democratic revolution 1917 found Andrey Vasilyevich in Petrograd, where it was located in sick leave. Khrulev returned upon Okatinsk powder plant and took part during February revolution.

During preparation/training the October armed uprising the Communist Party approached toward producing armed forces of proletarian revolution - red guards.
One of the first workers, who entered the Red Guards detachment of Okhtinsk powder plant, was Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev. At first he was Red Guard, then by commander/chief Krasnoy guards of Porokhovskogo area. On 7 November 1917 Red Guards detachments of area under Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev's command took part during the October armed uprising and the establishment of the Soviet regime in Petrograd.

During March 1918 A. V. Khrulev entered the party of bolsheviks and by resolution of Petrograd committee it was directed into Mogilev province for the creation of rural and rural district advice/councils, it successfully fulfilled the mission of the party. For dealing with counter revolution Andrey Vasilyevich is appointed the commandant of revolutionary protection and the member of the extreme political set of three of Porokhovskogo area, authorized military revolutionary committee on preparation/training for the evacuation of plant equipment in connection with the offensive of white guard bands in Petrograd. In summer 1918 Andrey Vasilyevich as commissar of detachment participated in the rout of troops/forces of the white guard "northern corps", which were attempting to take
Petrograd and to restore/reduce the authority of the landowners and capitalists.

During August 1918 Andrey Vasilyevich voluntarily enters into the red Army and by private Red Army man leaves to front. Soon the party entrusts to him the responsible political work in troops/forces.

(Caption next page.)
General of the Army A. V. Khrulev.
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Twelve years Andrey Vasiliyevich dedicated to party-political work. In the post of the assistant of commander/chief and commander/chief of political department, and then the military commissar of division he participated in combat against Denikina, Mamontova and Shkuro, the White Poles and Wrangel, in the depression of Kronstadt mutiny, in the elimination of bands in the Ukraine, in Belorussia and in the northern Caucasus.

Marshal of the Soviet Union S. M. Budenniy in his recollections tells: "For the first time I was met A. V. Khrulev into the terrible time of the civil war. During October 1919, when into the composition of our horse corps was poured and took part in offensive on Kastornyy 11th cavalry division, Andrey Vasiliyevich was the commander/chief of the political department of division. At this post ... he showed himself by the present Bolshevik-Leninist, by the flame stirrer, which gained love and the respect of the soldiers and commanders" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. "Red Star", on 13 June 1962. FOOTNOTE.
The military commissar of A. V. Khruleva differed party principle, Bolshevik ideality and the bright organizational talent. In combat against the interventionists and the White Guards it exhibited resoluteness and courage, it could to maintain composure, endurance, courage and staying power/persistency.

Few combat episodes of the times of the civil war it is connected with name A. V. Khruleva. South front. Brigade 11th the cavalry division, which commanded brigade commander S. M. Patolichev, render/showed in the difficult situation/position. On 23 February 1920 white guard units superior forces they brought surprise attack they surrounded brigade, who occupied the average/mean Yejerlyk. Military commissar Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev in the chapter of the handful of the brave maces burst open through the hostile ring, it was tied with other units of division, it organized aid surrounded. For the revealed initiative and courage in combat courageous commissar was rewarded the Order of the Red Banner.

During August 1925 A. V. Khrulev was directed toward the military-political academic courses of higher armed forces political personnel RKKA [Laborer's and Peasant's Red Army]. After
completion of courses he is appointed military commissar 10-th Maykop cavalry division, and then the deputy commander/chief of the political administration of the Moscow military district.
Exercises on sport shells.

From end 1929 through July 1930 it fulfilled the responsibilities of the member of Revolutionary Military Council - the commander/chief of the political administration of the Moscow military district.

In the days of peaceful training Andrey Vasilyevich much attention gave to combat and political education of troops/forces. Experimental political worker, he persistently strove the perfection/improvement of party-political work in troops/forces, fire skill, combat and physical training, development in commanders and political workers of knowledge and skills, necessary for successful actions in combat, skillful training and training of subordinates.

In the beginning 30-х of years sharply increased the danger of new world war. Under these conditions the Communist Party and the Soviet government took measures for the fortification of the defense of the country, the perfection/improvement of the Soviet Armed Forces. By the maintenance of the Army and fleet the Soviet state increased assignations. At the same time it was necessary to take care money resources and material valuables, with the minimum
expenditures to ensure high combat readiness and the combat power of troops/forces.

For a leadership/manual of the financial service of the Soviet Armed Forces during July 1930 party directed Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva. During six years it worked by the commander/chief of the central military-financial administration. Under his management it was perfected, was fortified and it obtained considerable development financial discipline in troops/forces. Was improved the financing of troops/forces and the monetary allowance of the servicemen. Into 1932 was created independent financial service in each military unit and were expanded the right/law of the commanders of the military units and commander/chiefs of installations in the use of our own resources.
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The state of the financial service of the Soviet Armed Forces, led by A. V. Khrulev, obtained the high estimate of the Soviet government. In the special resolution of the national commissariat of the finances of the USSR and central committee of the trade union of finansovo-bank workers of 11 April 1934 (No 223) about the results of the financing of armed forces it was noted: "... financial organs have considerable achievements in the affair of the execution of the
directives of the party and government of strict observance of budgetary discipline, purposeful financing the RKKA, the realization of supervision".

FOOTNOTE 1. TsGANKh, f. 7733, op. 12, d. 21, p. 16. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The revolutionary military council of the USSR, declaring in its order of 23 April 1934 (No 59) this resolution, in turn, he emphasized that "the achievements, noted in the resolution of the Narkomfina of the USSR, send not by gravity of one's own accord. They - the result of the enormous, persistent work, made in recent years by military-financial workers .... We are obligated not only to retain/hold down, but also to persistently continue work on the improvement of the financial economy of the red Army, which has serious significance in all districts of construction the RKKA".

FOOTNOTE 2. TsGASA [Central State Archives of the Soviet Army], collection of the orders of the Revolutionary Military Council of the USSR for the year 1934. ENDFOOTNOTE.
Andrey Vasilyevich's modest and noble/precious work on leadership/manual of the financial service of the Soviet Armed Forces was on merit/value estimated by the national commissariat of finances and by the Revolutionary Military Council of the USSR. To it was appropriated the honorary rank of the striker/firing pin of financial front.

Into 1936 Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev was assigned to one of the responsible and difficult sectors of work - by the commander/chief of the military construction administration the RKKA. Here he recommended himself not only as capable military executive, but also as the active head-organizer of large state scale.
Dinner hall by Cadet mess.
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The international situation with each year became complicated. The Communist Party and the Soviet government continual work on the improvement of the defense of the country. Stood the problem during
the shortest period to put the supply of the Soviet Armed Forces in masterful state. For these targets into supply agencies were directed the experimental commanders and the political workers. To the post of the commander/chief of the administration of supply the RKKA was assigned A. V. Khrulev. Andrey Vasilyevich with the which is inherent in it energy hotly was taken the new and very important affair.

Thoroughly investigating the experience of the supply of the Russian Army into the first world war, the experience of the supply of material for the red Army in the years of the civil war, in peacetime and when conducting combat operations of lake Khasan, on river Khalkhin-Gol and during Soviet-Finnish conflict, Andrey Vasilyevich it introduced a series of propositions regarding the reorganization of the administration of the rear of the Soviet Armed Forces.

Considerable attention Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev gave to training officer cadres, to the education and teaching work in the military educational institutions of the rear. He was one of the initiators of creation on the base of the Yaroslavl comissariat school of two independent military schools - the schools of training the specialists of the administrative services and Military Finance school.
Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva's organizational abilities achieved full/total/complete bloom in the years of the Great Patriotic War. During August 1941 by decision of the state committee of defense it is appointed the deputy commissar of national defense - by the commander/chief of the rear of the red Army. In connection with the fact that the timely and full/total/complete provision for troops/forces by all by that necessary for life and combat was closely related with the work of rail transport, General of the Army A. V. Khrulev in most stressed time of war, in March 1942 - May 1943, headed the national commissariat of the lines of communication of the USSR.

In the first months of war under Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva's leadership/manual were reorganized the command agencies of the rear of the red Army, were accepted measures to the uninterrupted provision for an army in the field by all necessary for the conduct of heavy defensive actions against Fascist-German aggressors. At the same time was carried out extensive work on the evacuation of the wounded and sick, different munitions from border areas into the depth of the country.
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For the extent/elongation of the all Great Patriotic War Andrey
Vasilyevich carried out leadership/manual of the transportation of troops/forces and military cargoes, by the provision for troops/forces by fuel, by food allotment and item equipment, by the medical and veterinary service. Under his management it was prepared and directed into troops/forces the enormous quantity of material and techniques.

General of the Army A. V. Khrulev possessed the remarkable quality of Leninist type military head - by the ability to foresee the development of events at fronts. He constantly kept in touch with the state committee of defense, the General Headquarters of the Supreme Command, with the General Staff of armed forces, which allowed for him and logistical headquarters in proper time, with the knowledge of situation to develop/process the operational questions of the logistics for troops/forces. At the same time General of the Army A. V. Khrulev supported close connection with the military councils of the fronts and Armies, it knew their needs. During decision by troops/forces of important strategic problems Andrey Vasilyevich left into army in the field and directly on the spot it rendered practical aid in the material, technical and medical support for troops/forces. Such journeys it accomplished during preparation/training of counterattack near Moscow, Stalingrad, on the Kursk bulge.
Sleeping quarters of Cadet barracks.
On the initiative and under the leadership/manual of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev, they were developed and implemented into practice the new principles of the organization of the work of the rear on the provision for troops/forces on theatres of operations, completely corresponding to the requirements for the conduct of maneuverable combat operations. General A. V. Khrulev paid attention not only to logistics for troops/forces of army in the field, but also to guerrilla detachments, to units and the large units, which were fighting in enemy's rear. Great assistance in the years of the Great Patriotic War he exerted, worked to block Leningrad whose supply was charged to the rear of the red Army.

Much work and energies invested Andrey Vasilyevich into the provision of foreign formations of our territory, also, in the territories of the countries, liberated from the Hitlerites by the Soviet troops/forces, into the restoration/reduction of industry and transport in these countries.

General of the Army A. V. Khrulev paid great attention to selection and the arrangement of the officer cadres of administrative
services. It constantly led party-political work among personnel of command agencies of the rear, rear large units, units and installations.

The victorious issue of the Great Patriotic War with an all clarity confirmed that accepted by the party and the government in the prewar years of measure for the fortification of the army economy of the Soviet Armed Forces were timely and itself they justified. The rear of the Soviet Army and the Navy maintained the difficult tests of wartime, without interruption providing the supply of troops/forces with all necessary, and by these it introduced its contribution to the common cause of enemy's rout.

In organization and leadership/manual of the rear of the Soviet Armed Forces great merit belongs to Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev, who by her boundless courage, with heroic work and the outstanding talent knew how to ensure this important and complex sector of work. Entire its conscious life it gave to the fortification of the defense power of the Soviet state, its armed forces, to development and the perfection/improvement of the rear, to the affair of the victory of socialism and communism in our country.
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(Caption next page).
The extended-servicemen are veterans of school.
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To recent years of life Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev took an active part in party and public life, was the delegate of a series of the Congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the deputy of Sovet the USSR. More than forty years Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev gave to service in the Soviet Armed Forces, in passing by great and glorious path/route from private Red Army man to General of the Army. To whatever sector sent Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva's party, it is honest as it becomes to communist, it fulfilled its military and party duty.

Many kind recollections about himself and his selfless work left A. V. Khrulev. Noted aircraft designer A. S. Yakovlev wrote: "General Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev ... for the extent/elongation of an all war it carried on its shoulders literally titanic load. The technico-material provision for the Army, which was being arrange/located on the fronts of enormous extent, and in the first period of war and the evacuation of defense enterprises to the east, they were fixed by Khrulev in an exemplary manner. During war for us frequently it was necessary to meet Andrey Vasil'yovich, and always
from contact with this charming, honest, excellent soul person remained a good impression".

Group of the better/best athletes of school.
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The Soviet state highly evaluated Andrey Vasilyevich's merits before the native land, after awarding by his two Orders of Lenin, four Orders of the Red Banner, by Suvorov's two orders I degree and by many medals. It was rewarded also many foreign orders.

Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev died on 9 June 1962. By resolution of the Soviet government he is buried of Kremlin wall.

Taking into account great services to the Soviet government and the people, the Soviet government resolved to perpetuate memories of Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev. In the resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR of 6 July 1964 No 566 it is said: "to appropriate the name of the General of the Army Khrulev to A. V. Yaroslavskiy to the military school of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR henceforth to name its Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva".

Personnel is burned by the fact that the school bears the name of the General of the Army Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva and applies all effort/forces in order to be worthy this high and honorary name.
The cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants, the officers, the working and employed schools deeply realize, that awarding to the school of Andrey Vasilyevich Khruleva's name - this high honor, and enormous responsibility, that they always, in training, on service, and if it is needed - in combat, they must be such, which was Andrey Vasilyevich Khrulev.
The constant and active effect of party organization on all sides of life and activity of school is the decisive condition of the successful execution of assigned before it missions. The basic effort/forces political department and party organizations
concentrated on ideological and organizer work, directed for improving the quality of training and strengthening military discipline.

Realizing of the requirement for program and manual/regulations of CPSU, and also instructions to the organizations of CPSU in the Soviet Army and the Navy, Party organization under the leadership of political department boldly they reveal deficiency/lacks in training and training, party-political work, in the domestic-material provision for personnel, help the commanders and the commander/chiefs to in proper time take measures to the elimination of the reveal/detect/exposed shortages.

Decisions and materials of the XXIII congress of the CPSU were combat program of the activity of command, political department, party organizations and all command and teaching personnel by the further improvement of the training of personnel of military financiers.
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With great activity, at high ideological and organizational level passed the collections of the party active of schools, discovered Party and Komsomol meeting, and also the collections of
the servicemen, the working and employees of the Soviet Army, on which lively were discussed results of the XXIII congress of the CPSS and the practical problems of personnel by the execution of the decisions of the congress. With the report before the party active of school came forward the delegate of the congress the director of the Order of Lenin of Yaroslavl motor plant A. M. Dobrynin.

Party committee paid considerable attention to work of the cycle of social and economic disciplines whose instructors first of all were called to deeply explain to personnel of the decision of Party. The communists of cycle on their task with the participation of the members of party committee discussed measures for study and propaganda of the materials of the congress.
Reception/method into the party
They developed several lectures, including "XXIII congress of the CPSU about international situation/position and foreign policy of the party", the "five-year plan for the development of the national economy of the USSR to 1966-1970 - important stage in the creation of the material and technical base of communism", "XXIII Party Congress about the further reinforcement of the combat readiness of armed forces".

The decisions of the plenums of the central committee of the party, just as the congresses of the CPSU, were located in the center of the attention of party organization. They received the unanimous approval of the communists, all collective of school.

Important event in the life of the party organization of school was the resolution of the central committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union "about measures for an improvement in party-political work in the Soviet Army and the Navy" of 21 January 1967, which outlined combat missions in the ideological and political hardening/quenching of soldiers. Political department and party
organization conducted extensive explanatory work with communists and officers of school. The practical problems, which escape/ensued from the requirements for this resolution, were discussed on the bureau of party committee, in the primary party organizations, on the seminars of commanders and secretaries of party and Komsomol organizations.

Making this resolution of the Central Committee the party, the political department of school the basic effort/forces it concentrated on live organizational work among the servicemen, more concrete/specific/actual it began to lead primary party and Komsomol organizations. Systematic training active membership, training commanders and political workers of Cadet subunits to the practice of party-political work became more purposeful. Party organizations began more to worry about an improvement in training the communists in the spirit of high ideality, responsibility for the situation/position of businesses in subunits, on cycles and in school as a whole.

Political department and party organizations constantly render aid to the commanders of subunits and to the instructors in the perfection/improvement of the methods of training and training of the cadets, formation in them of Marxist-Leninist ideology and necessary professional/occupational qualities. Purposefully work the party organizations of cycles. In them are inherent high exacting demand of
the communists, the constant concern for the replacement of the political, military and special knowledge of the instructors, the perfection/improvement of their systematic skill. During the party collections of cycles systematically are discussed the questions of the Marxist-Leninist training of the communists, improvement in the quality of education and teaching and military science work.

Is fruitful the activity of the party organization of Cadet subunits. They object occupied by the questions of training, current progress and organization of the self preparation of the cadets, actively they struggle for the successful result of the training of each day. Especially this is related to the subunits, which command the officers V. S. Malygin and N. A. Shishkin. All communists of these subunits learn on "good" and "excellently". Party organizations work in intimate contact with the party collectives of cycles, with their aid in proper time react to omissions in training and discipline of the cadets.

In the Cadet company, by which commanded Major I. S. Avday, into 1966 almost half of personal fixture composed the communists. force this is great, and to this collective any problems in shoulder. The party bureau of company directed effort/forces first of all to
ensuring each communist's personal exemplariness in training and maintaining prescribed order/formation. It systematically analyzed, as learn the members and the candidates into the members of CPSU, in what the reason of the delay of the individual comrades, it defined, than and as them to aid. The effort/forces of party organization did not disappear for free. In company steadily rose the progress. If in the beginning of academic year excellent were only a few cadets, then to discovery/opening the XXIII congress of the CPSU already more half of all personnel by all disciplines they had the only distinct estimates.

Party organizations persistently occupied by the questions of the ideological-theoretical hardening/quenching of members and candidates of the party. The communists more deepened began to study the transactions of the classicists of Marxism-Leninism, decision of the Party Congresses and plenums of the Central Committee by CPSU. Constantly is perfected the ideological-theoretical hardening/quenching of command and teaching personnel.

Into 1962 in school was created the affiliate of the evening university of Marxism-Leninism of the Yaroslavl garrison officers' house. The first two years with affiliate worked economic department.
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During the subsequent years with affiliate came into action the department of party-political work in the Soviet Army and the Navy, in which passed preparation/training, as a rule, the commanders of subunits. The affiliate of the university of Marxism-Leninism played the considerable role in an increase in the ideological-theoretical level of the officers.

In school actively conducted the propaganda of political, military and scientific knowledge. For personnel are read lecture and the reports about moral-psychological preparation/training soldiers, scientific approach to the administration of the forces, mastery of Leninist style in the work of officers, about the need for further strengthening the Soviet Armed Forces, about the financial policy of socialist state and on other timely themes of the present.

The important means for ideological and political training personnel is strengthening and the expansion bond/connections with the local party, Soviet and public organizations, the collectives of enterprises, state farms and kolkhozes. Before personnel appeared the secretaries of the Yaroslavl regional committee of the party B. A. Barinov, F. I. Loshchenkov, P. P. Lisov, as N. I. Myalkii, N. N. Seregin, A. P. Pelevin, secretary of the city committee of the party
P. V. Zyuzin, chairman of urban advice/council Yu. D. Cyril, the secretaries of the Kirov district committee of the party of N. I. Kurapova, S. M. Ovchinnikov, V. Ye. Protosenko, the secretary of the Nekrasov district committee of the party V. M. Skoblev and others.

The frequent guests of school are the director of the Order of Lenin of Yaroslavl motor plant A. M. Dobrynin, works manager "free work" Ye. N. Morozov, director of the state farm of name f. E. of Dzerzhinskii N. I. Monakhov. In their lectures, reports and actions they tell about the problems, which solve the toilers of oblast'/area, city and Rayons on the creation of the material and technical base of communism, about the practical businesses of the workers of industry and agriculture. In turn, the officers of school regularly appear with lectures and reports on all-political and military themes in the enterprises of city, in kolkhozes and state farms of oblast'/area.
Outstanding platoon of the 4th company.
Communists of I. T. Guzenko, N. T. Vorobyev, V. V. Dyubin, M. Sh. Zaslavskiy, M. S. Zinchenko, V. A. Zychenkov, I. Ye. Katalov, N. K. Kashlakov, P. A. Petrovich and N. G. Shpilevskiy were selected into the leading party and Soviet organs. They conscientiously made, and some of them they continue to make the responsibilities, connected with work in the local party and Soviet organs.

Training personnel in the spirit of proletarian internationalism, development and strengthening combat comradeship with the soldiers of the socialist countries helps maintaining bond/connections with the representatives of the fraternal Armies. During rendezvous they tell about the labor achievements of their peoples, about life and combat training the national Armies, they are divided by the experience of training and training officer cadres. At the same time to them is given possibility to become familiar with the organization of education and teaching work, life and the mode of life of personnel of school.

In school stayed military delegations the forces Polish,
Hungarian, Germanic, Mongolian, the Rumanian and Czechoslovak national Armies. During April 1967 in school took place evening of the combat comradeship of personnel with the soldiers of the Army of the republic Cuba. The representatives of the Cuban Army hotly and emotionally told, as lives and fights the Cuban people, as he builds his Army. The cadets shared with the friends with their achievements in training, with plans into the future.

Political department and the party organization of school carry out constant leadership of komsomol, they strive in order that each organization VLKSM in reality would become combat assistant of the commanders, instructors and party organizations. As a result it is brighter, many-faceted became Komsomol life in subunits. More is exhibited the initiatives, directed toward an improvement in the quality of training, the concerns for the ideological level of the measures, conducted with youth.

Before the Komsomol members and youth systematically appear the leading workers of the Central Committee VLKSM, of the oblast/area and city. So, with report about results IV the plenum of the Central Committee komsomol came forward the responsible organizer of the Central Committee VLKSM V. I. Popov. On decisions of XIII congress of komsomol reported the delegate of the congress the first secretary of the Yaroslavl city committee of komsomol M. V. Gusev. On the results
of work of the XV congress VLKSM described the delegate of the congress V. I. Chuprunov.
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Considerable attention Komsomol organizations are given to the struggle for high progress and the strong/firm military discipline of the cadets. The direction, the maintenance and the scope of Komsomol work were determined by such notable events as Congresses of the Communist Party, the anniversary dates of the great October Socialist Revolution, the Soviet Armed Forces, 100th anniversary from the birthday of V. I. Lenin.

In school from year to year is maintained extensive work on the multiplication of the number of excellent men of training and distinct subunits. Into 1960 delegation of school took part in the conference of the excellent men and innovators of the Moscow military district. in its composition entered young communist cadet W. M. Chernikov, squad leader Junior Sergeant V. T. Kalinichenko, the rewarded honorary certificate Central Committee VLKSM, the Junior Sergeants G. A. Semenukh, D. A. Drokin, S. K. Dergachev, I. A. Lunin.

Into 1964 the personnel supported the initiative of the crew of nuclear powered submarine "Leninist komsomol" and took part in the
relay race of combat glory into the honor of the 20-year period of the victory of the Soviet people in the Great Patriotic War. The mass patriotic movement of the future officers for the achievement of the new successes in combat and political education positively pronounced on an increase in the progress and the military discipline. The cadets V. I. Ignatkin, V. S. Poluektov and others, that attained distinct indices in training and discipline, participated on the reception/method of the victors of the relay race of combat glory of the Moscow military district.

With high patriotic raising it passed competition for worthy rendezvous of the 50-th anniversary of the Soviet regime and Soviet Armed forces. As a result of the execution of socialist obligations the personnel attained considerable successes and met the semi-centennial anniversary of the Soviet state the high indices. The better/best results in training was achieved the subunit, which commanded Colonel G. T. Kadanov, Majors I. S. Avday, N. N. Andreev, N. A. Shishkin.

Many cadets are rewarded sign "excellent man of the Soviet Army", are photographed in the started banner of school, awarded with honorary certificates.
The distinct company, which commanded the Major I. S. Avday, was carried into the book of the honor of the Moscow military district. The cadet of this company the excellent man of training A. A. Malashevs'kiy, who attained the highest indices, was on the reception/method of the military council of the Moscow military district into the honor of victors in socialist competition. Many soldiers for the achieved successes in training, masterful service and active participation in social activities are rewarded the honorary certificates of the Central Committee VLKSM and the certificates of Yaroslavl regional committee, city committee and Kirov district committee of komsomol.

Making obligations into the honor of the 50th anniversary of the Soviet Armed Forces, personnel it attained the high results in training, discipline and discipline. Each second cadet met the anniversary of the Army and Navy by distinct indices.

1968

During April 1968 the Komsomol members and the youth of school unanimously supported the initiative of the Komsomol members of the 4th guards unit of strategic missile forces, who arrived by the initiators of competition for the worthy rendezvous of the semi-centennial anniversary of the Leninist komsomol, which coincided
with 30th anniversary of the school.

With great unanimity were connected the cadets to the inspired words, with which concluded the letter of the initiators of the competition: "we swear to the Leninist Central Committee of CPSU and to the native Soviet government in our boundless correctness and devotion, in our constant readiness to stand up for the defense of the fatherland and to give the destroying, destructive resistance any aggressor.

Our by life,

by honor by our soldier,

by the blood of the fallen hero-fellow soldiers

we swear" ! ¹.

FOOTNOTE ¹. "Red Star", on 6 April 1968. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The call-up/draft of the missilermen found hot-response in the hearts of young soldiers. The cadets took the increased obligations
and fulfilled them with honor. They marked Komsomol anniversary and the thirtieth anniversary of school by new glorious deeds.

In connection with preparation/training for the 50-th anniversary of the great October Socialist Revolution, Soviet armed forces and Leninist Komsomol in school considerably was promote/activated work on training the cadets on the revolutionary traditions of the party and people, combat traditions of the Soviet Army and the Navy.
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They supplement well lectures and seminars, enrich the training process political information, reports, the actions of the veterans of the revolution, participants civil and the Great Patriotic War, the demonstration of the motion-picture films, dedicated to life and V. I. Lenin's activity, to the heroic past and present our people and its glorious armed forces, the Lenin reading, special radio- and telecasts. Systematically are organized the rendezvous of the cadets with the old communists, together with V. I. Lenin those which were struggling for creation and strengthening the Communist Party, and also with the participants of revolutionary battles in the years of three Russian revolutions, with the Generals and officers, passed the Leninist school of training.
Memorable for the cadets are the sincere conversations with old bolshevik V. P. Gavristov, who met V. I. Lenin. It always willingly responds for the invitation of party organization, it tells to soldiers the live history of the revolutionary struggle of the party, about firm hardness and wisdom of Vladimir Ilyich, his infinite devotion to the interest workersbeing told, his simplicity and brilliance, about the difficulties, which were met the communists in the first years of the Soviet regime, and about how they then overcame under great Lenin’s leadership.

Before personnel with recollections repeatedly appeared the member of CPSU from 1912, the former sailor of the cruiser “Ochakov”, delegate X of Party Congress and the participant of the depression of Kronstadt mutiny, the now distinguished artist of the republic G. S. Svobodin. He simply and intelligible told to the cadets about Sevastopol uprising 1905, about one of the prominent heads of the revolutionary movement of the sailors of the Black Sea Navy Lieutenant P. M. Schmidt, about participation in the October Revolution and work in the years of socialist construction.

Deep impressions leave rendezvous with the participants of the October armed uprising.
Before personnel appeared old bolshevik A. S. Gendlin, who took part in the armed uprising in Petrograd and met V. I. Lenin. With interesting recollections appeared in school old bolsheviks V. I. Malyshev, wife of the hero of the civil war Sergey Lazo - Olga Andreyevna Lazo.

Wide popularity in school enjoy the film festivals, dedicated to life and V. I. Lenin's activity. The demonstration of these films precedes serious preparatory work of the communists of subunits and cycles. Constants became Leninist and October readings. Interestingly pass the reading on V. I. Lenin's letter "to the American workers", which was being escort/tracked by the demonstration of documentary motion-picture film "as was delivered the letter of V. I. Lenin to America". Not less successful was Leninist reading on work "letter to workers and peasants apropos of the victory over Kolchak", carried out with the active aid of the participant of the rout of Kolchak A. S. Gendlin.

Solidly entered into the practice of political and educational work the acquaintance of the cadets with the studies of the local
historians on the stay V. I. Lenin in Yaroslavsk Kray, on his effect on the local organization of bolsheviks. Before the cadets on this theme appeared old bolshevik V. Ya. Patrikeyev.

In school regularly carried out the conversations about the outstanding people, who took an active part in revolutionary movement and the establishment of the Soviet regime in Yaroslavskaya Oblast. Interesting and meaningful were stories about the revolutionary struggle of the prominent workers of the Bolshevik Party, heads of the revolutionary movement of Yaroslav workers into 1905 N. I. Podvoyskiy and Ye. M. Yaroslavskogo. Particular interest exhibit the cadets to the military activity of the hero of October of Nicholas Ilyich Podvoyskiy and outstanding Soviet troop leader/general, one of the organizers of victories in the civil war, the construction of the Soviet Armed Forces of Mikhail Vasilyevich Frunze.

To the reconstruction of the forms of the hero-revolutionaries, who were struggling for the establishment of the Soviet regime on the Yaroslavl earth/ground, are also devoted stories about the active participant of revolutionary movement and creation of the red Army the military commissar of the Yaroslav military district of S. M. Nakhimson, whom it perished from the hands of white guard rebels during July 1918 great agitation it envelops the cadets, when then read the dying words of this fearless bolshevik: "fire/shoot! You
will kill me as commissar, as chairman of provincial executive committee, but the Soviet regime, the revolution to you not to kill. The people will be straightened with you ..."  

FOOTNOTE 1. "northern worker", on 18 December 1938. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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For the purpose of training the cadets on the heroic traditions of the Soviet Armed Forces are carried out the excursions according to the places of historical battles, visit of museums and rooms of combat glory of units during army probationary training periods, thematic evenings, evenings of combat glory, rendezvous with the veterans of the Soviet Army and other measures.

Memorable was the rendezvous of personnel with noted military leader, twice Hero of the Soviet Union General of the Army P. I. Batov, after shoulders of whom great and difficult vital path/route. It beginnings military service even in the trenches of the first imperialist war, participated in the march/campaigns of the detachments of the young red Army, by volunteer he fought in Spain, it fought against the White Finns. In the years of the Great
Patriotic War the General of the Army P. I. Bathes commanded the renowned 65-1 Army, passed from the Volga to Oder. The distinguished General described his service, the beginning and the victorious completion of battle on the Volga and subsequent combat, unprecedented courage, heroism and the selflessness of the Soviet soldiers and officers, who through all adversities also of training carried in their heart selfless devotion to the affair of the Leninist party, love for the socialist native land.

The renowned troop leader/general presented to school his book "in march/campaigns and combat", on which he made the memorable label: "to the readers of the library of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. M. Khrulev. If this book serves the affair of military patriotic training, then I will be very happy".

Important significance in training the cadets during the heroic traditions of the Soviet Armed Forces had the actions of the participant of the assault of Berlin Hero of the Soviet Union M. A. Yegorov, who in the number of three hero-soldiers on 30 April 1945 erected the banner above the Reichstag, the Heroes of the Soviet Union of the Generals A. L. Kojevnikov, A. U. of Maximov, Colonel M. A. Kuznetsov, delegate of the XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of Major General of the artillery Ye. S. Yurasova and of other
veterans of the Army and Navy. They drafted the future officers to increase ideological training, to perfect their combat skill, to fortify discipline.
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Stories of the veterans, their example agitate each. The cadets attempt to comprehend events and feats of the past, they want to resemble to the heroes, all their forces to give to struggle for the celebration of bright Leninist ideas.
Rendezvous with twice Hero of the Soviet Union General of the Army P. I. Batov.
The tradition of school it became to live and to work together with the people, the affair to fortify its bond/connections with workers. Personnel took an active part in the impact Komsomol construction of the new- Yaroslavl petroleum-refining plant, in subbotniki on the order of city. The cadets attend enterprises, they acquaint with the processes of contemporary production, they tell to workers about their businesses and concerns. For active participation in patron work on All-Union impact Komsomol construction - the new-Yaroslavl petroleum refining plant the Yaroslavl regional committee of komsomol awarded the Komsomol organization of school by honorary certificate.

Kind glory use the disciples of school of the toilers of the agriculture Myshkinskogo, Nekrasovskogo, Pereyaslavskogo, Rostov, Yaroslavl other Rayons of oblast'/area. Into 1960 the Komsomol members of school supported the initiative of the students and studying themselves cities and during ten days of vacation leave of absence worked in kolkhozes and state farms of oblast'/area. On this patriotic occasion the newspaper "red soldier" wrote: "the cadets of
Yaroslavl military-financial school decided to master on fields and meadows of the kolkhoz of ten days of their leave of absence. To render aid to kolkhozes into the stressed toiling burrow it became good tradition in the cadets. Gets stronger and is expanded their friendship with rural youth.

FOOTNOTE 1. "red soldier", on 29 July 1960. ENDFOOTNOTE.

During the retraction of harvest worked the created from the cadets brigade of machine-operators. Cadet N. I. Shilo moving supports tractor, A. P. Bakulenko stood up for the steering wheel of combine, and Yu. V. Velizhanin, V. P. Ledyan, V. I. Mamalov and B. G. Plotnikov drove automobiles in collective farm fields. On field mills was carried out wide propagandistic work, took place the concerts of artistic independent activity.

The separate Komsomol members participated in the retraction of harvest on virgin soil. Their work was estimated on merit/value. six soldiers are rewarded medal "for the assimilation of new lands". Government decoration/award were awarded Capitan V. Ye. Shmelev, Privates G. A. Kvon, M. I. Klyuev, by V. G. Ky, A. A. Chaplygin and V. V. Shkurenko.
In school systematically are organized rendezvous of personnel with brigades and striker/firing pins of the Communist work of the Order of Lenin of motor plant, plants "free work", fuel equipment and other enterprises.

Periodically are carried out thematic evenings of the cadets with the participation of the youth of city. They are devoted to the themes, which they show, as are personified into life Leninist precepts, glorify the inspired creative work and the military feats of the Soviet people, they open the moral appearance of the Soviet person.

With great success passed the rendezvous of three generations.
Before those which were gathering came forward the participant of three revolutions, old bolshevik S. S. Svobodin. The average/mean generation represented the former regimental commander of 234-1 Yaroslavl Communist divisions Colonel V. I. Malkov.
Group of the soldiers, who took part in the retraction of the harvest on virgin soil.
The heirs of labor and combat glory represented delegate of the XV congress of komsool A. A. Uzhinov's teacher.

That which impress was evening "will have a talk about feat". On evening entered the participant of the Great Patriotic War twice Hero of the Soviet Union V. N. Leonov, who described to the participants of rendezvous the feats of the Soviet scouts in the years of the Great Patriotic War, about their courage and valor.

Will remain for a long time in the memory of the participants thematic evening the "relay race of generations", carried out by the cadets jointly with the striker/firing pins of the Communist work of the oldest in the country Order of Lenin of combine "red gerekop". The scientific worker of the archives A. A. Yegorov acquainted those which were gathering with the history of combine, documents and the photographs, opening the revolutionary and labor traditions of this collective. Attentively listened to the participants of evening story about the first in the world woman-cosmonaut V. V.
Nikolaevoy-Tereshk - to the former work of combine.

Komsomol organization conducts considerable work on military patriotic training the children and youth in schools and the professional-technical schools of Yaroslavl. Are supported chief bonds/connections with boarding school No by 7, several secondary schools and professional-technical schools, the children's house No 33 of village Valikoe, Gavrilov-Yamskiy Rayon, Yaroslavskaya Oblast.

The cadets participate in conducting the military sport and militarized games with students the senior classes. Captivatingly passed the military sport games "summer lightning", in which participated the cadets, the senior young pioneer leader of the schools of city and the children of tourist camp. Led games the senior instructor of military-tactical cycle Lieutenant Colonel * Ya. Shenderovskiy.

In professional-technical school No 10, cadets J. I. Akulishii, Yu. M. Cyril, A. M. Kuleykii, A. V. Lysenko, A. I. Saprykin and N. S. Smirnov studied with the children material of small arms and grenade launcher, was equipped military office. They organized and were conducted a sport game of "Sledopyty", a series of conversations, excursions, firing from small-gauge rifle.
In the aided educational institutions of city the future officers lead sport sections and small circles.
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In 49-1 secondary schools the cadets hold an exercise through gymnastics, basketball, classical struggle, they lead checker and photo-small circle.

Over a number of years the school renders aid to the schools of Kirov city district in the period of vacations. In camp "sand" annually is created children's military sport camp "son of regiment" to one hundred people. Military and sport games, excursions, conversations and exercises, research on small arms and other measures beneficially affect the adolescents, the future soldiers. On educational work in this camp a good response gave the newspaper "northern worker":

"The fourth summer in tent post next to the cadets they were accommodated the schoolboys. Returned they hence well rested, that collected forces, that grew up, to much learning: . Not amazing indeed exercises with them are conducted the officers and the cadets of school. They obtained knowledge about contemporary aircraft, tanks, armored personnel carriers."
Not for a while they forget here, that camp not only military, but also sport. Regularly carried out the competitions between branches and platoons. In platoons are created the team of football players, volleyball players, basketball players, section of track and field sports and sailing/cruising. Much attention to the pupils are given their chiefs - the officers and the cadets of school. Above each of the pupils it took patronage one of the cadets.

FOOTNOTE 1. "northern worker", on 6 August 1968. ENDFOOTNOTE.

To the Orders of Lenin motor plant is created the "club/puff of the future soldier", in which young soldiers act/appear with reports and conversations about the traditions of the Soviet Armed Forces, they tell to the youths about military service. The members of club/puff are frequent guests of school. They acquaint with training, life, the mode of life of the cadets. For them they are organized and are carried out firing from small arms. Not less intimate patron relations are supported with plant "free work".

The work of personnel of school by military patriotic training
youth obtained high estimate. School is rewarded the honorary certificate of the central committee of the All-Union Order of the Red Banner of the voluntary society of the cooperation of the Army, aviation and to the Navy.
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Command and political department constantly aid the profsoyuz organization, which worries about strengthening and maintaining masterful labor discipline among the working and employees, increase in the moral stimuli for work. Trade-union organization brings up the members of trade union in the spirit of the high communist consciousness. The concern for people, their training and mode of life is located in the center of its attention.

Political department, party and trade-union organizations give much attention to ideological and political and labor training workers and the employees. For the perfection/improvement of their political exercises are created and work the initial political school, the school of the principles of Marxism-Leninism and the small circles of the current policy, which lead the well prepared communists. By great respect in the working and employees use the heads of small circles the Lieutenant Colonel I. A. Aleksyev, the Majors of intendance service V. N. Bogdanov, I. T. Shatilo.
The first the secretary the Yaroslavl regional committee of the party F. I. Loshchenkov and Major General of aviation in resignation A. A. Savelyev greet the participants of game "summer lightning".
From year to year increases the quantity of striker/firing pins of Communist work. For the systematic execution of production schedules and socialist obligations, active participation in movement for Communist work and introduction into the production of advanced methods of operation the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR awarded the group of workers and the employees of school by badge "excellent man of the socialist competition of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR". This decoration/award are awarded V. A. Bazdyreva, V. M. Vertinskiy, Z. A. Yaragina, G. G. Ivanov, A. F. Kozhin, A. F. Krylov, by Ye. N. Makhno, N. I. Minyeva, V. K. Samoilov, V. D. Smirnova, G. V. Cspiridonov, M. N. Solovyev, A. G. Chikicheva, N. T. Shein and A. P. Shekhonov.
Considerable attention in school is given to the aesthetical training, the expansion of cultural view, to the formation of high artistic tastes and moral qualities of future officer-financiers. School it disposes of the contemporary club/puff, introduced into exploitation during October 1965. It became the center of the cultural relaxation of personnel. Here are carried out rendezvous with the writers and the poets, the directors and the artists, there are arranged reader's conferences, evenings of rest, they are read lecture, excursions are organized, the collective visits of theatres and cinema. Important place in the rest of soldiers occupies artistic independent activity.

Heat encountered the cadets of the author of the books about the events of the Great Patriotic War of guards major general N. K. Popel. Nicholas Kirillovich described how he worked on the book "in heavy pores", narrating about combat in the first hours and the days of Hitler's invasion, about the feats of the Soviet people as it was created the book "tanks they turned to the West".

With the creative reports before soldiers appeared the Yaroslavl poets P. P. Golosov, G. P. Dokolkin, V. F. Moskovkin, Ye. F. Savinov et al. They told about their creativity, they read verses and poems, they were divided by creative plans.
The last/latter place in cultural and mass work occupy reader's conferences. On them were discussed S. M. Golubova's books "when fortresses do not surrender", K. M. Simonov "live and dead", A. G. Rybin the "officers", etc. With great success passed reader's conference on S. S. Smirnova's book "Brest fortress".
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In conference took part the defender of Brest fortress the captain of reserve K. F. Kasatkin. Not less interesting was conference on theme "my dear hero" based on materials of the products of P. A. Proskurin the "Gorkiys grass", I. I. Svistunova "hearts in formation/order", Yu. F. Pronyakin the "cadets".

Much time is devoted to lectures on literature and art. They caused the great interest, for example, of the lecture of the candidate of the philological sciences A. N. Yevstaf'ev on theme "A. M. Gor'kiy - great proletarian writer" and several lectures of great poet N. A. Nekrasov, who greater than half of his life conducted on Yaroslavshchina. Literary historians told to the soldiers of school about the creativity of their compatriot of poet L. N. Trofilyu, Belorussian poet M. A. Bogdanovich. Successfully pass thematic evenings, dedicated to the anniversary dates of the great Russian poets and writers.
Group of workers and service personnel of school - the excellent men of the socialist competition of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR.
The cadets vary are friends with the book. This is why popularly it is in the evenings and leave days in library and reading hall. For year the library issues about 80 thous. books.

The important role in the organization of the leisure of the cadets belongs to Leninist rooms and their advice/councils. To take, for example, the Leninist room of the subunit, which commands Major N. A. Shishkin. The rule/handspike of the work of its advice/council became regular conducting thematic evenings, interesting rendezvous, the discussion of the catching the fancy themselves motion-picture films and books, the organization of reports and conversations.

Training the future officers help rendezvous with the artists of the Order of the Red Banner of Labor of the Yaroslavl academic theatre of F. G. Volkov's name. In recent years the cadets collectively looked over plays "Feodor Volkov", "Kremlin tie courants", "mutiny on the Volga", the "Panfilovtsy", "Brandenburg
gate", "heavy charge".


In summer 1955 personnel of school accepted the surveying collective of "woman's motion-picture film". Before soldiers came forward the author of scenario, the main director, the director of picture and the executors of those leading Rayleigh the distinguished artists of the RSFSR I. V. makarov, N. A. Sazonova et al.

Lively interest exhibit the future officers to music. They with considerable attention listen to the lectures: "as to understand and to listen to music", the "role of music in aesthetical training the Soviet person", the "form of the heroes of the Great Patriotic War in music". With particular attention listened to the soldiers the story of A. A. Malysheva's musicologist about how loved to listen to classical music Vladimir Il'ich Lenin.

Aesthetical training the cadets help stories about the gifted composers and the executors, who lived and created in city yaroslavl.
Here long time worked the outstanding composer and regulator M. A. Balakirev, his student is a known Russian composer, pianist and regulator S. M. Lyapunov, remarkable operatic artist A. V. Sobinov.

Before the cadets act/appear the workers of descriptive art. during lectures and visits of exhibitions young soldiers learn, that in Yaroslavl lived and lime-pits the famous Russian artist A. K. Savrasov.

The sizable role in training the cadets play also visits during the army probationary training periods of the places of heroic battles in Brest, Sevastopol, Volgograd and other cities. Mass are excursions into Yaroslavo-Rostov historico-architectural and artistic museum-preserve, the memorial museum of N. A. Nekrasov.

On 24 September 1969 in Gorkiye Pereyaslavskiy Leninskiye hospitable did throw open to door museum in the house, where into 1894 underground printed V. I. Lenin's book "that such "friends of the people" and as they do fight against social democrats"? by the first military delegation, which visited during October 1969 this museum, was the group of the cadets of school.
They love in Yaroslavl military school the artistic independent activity, in which participate many cadets, the officers and the members of their families.

At the foundation of the election of the repertoire of independent activity lies the close connection with life, high ideality, nationality, artistry.

Great success of personnel uses variety music. In 1961 on the initiative of cadet V. B. Lavrov was created variety band in the composition of the cadets N. I. Kotov, A. G. Melikhova, V. V. Sergeychuka and Ye. A. Chernyavskoqo. Now band yearly is supplemented by the cadets from officer Yu. N. Potapov's subunit. Heat accepted spectators of the executors of the variety songs of the officer N. Ye. Ivanov, cadets S. M. Ivanchukova, A. I. Kushnira, J. K. Pivnya, A. A. Savostkina, V. V. Samoilov, wife to officer T. I. Shevyakov et al.

Lively receives personnel satire and humor, the exposing negative phenomena in life and training. Caught the fancy themselves in school satiric folk songs the "Yaroslavl children", whom successfully fulfilled the cadets V. A. Danilovskiy, N. M. Kuznetsov M. Ya. Romanov.
Among the cadets there are several talented executors of verses and artistic prose. It is not possible without agitation to listen to selections from the products of V. V. Mayakovskiy "Vladimir Ilyich Lenin" and of A. T. Tvardovskogo "Vasiliy Terkin" in execution of former cadet, now the Lieutenant of the intendance service Yu. I. Konov.

The artistic independent activity of school is popular not only of personnel of school, but also far beyond its limits. The amateurish artists frequently appear on the local television, in urban and rural club/puffs, in schools and on the enterprises of city and oblast/area. Appear the cadets before viewers, also, during probationary training period in the forces.
In Leninist Room.
Much work and energies into the organization of artistic independent activity invested the commander/chief of club/puff captain A. M. Bagozin, military regulators the Majors A. P. Yikhaylov and g. V. Yamanin, the commanders of subunits.

In the orders troop commander of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district repeatedly it was noted successful conducting agitational and cultural and mass work during agitational trips, and the better/best participants - the cadets A. Z. Golovach, M. F. Dukmasov, V. B. Lavrov, Yu. Kh. Mirzayan, S. M. Chekhasov et al. repeatedly were encouraged.

Participation in artistic independent activity contributes to the development of talents, diversifies the rest of the cadets. The newspaper "Red Star" on 18 April 1967 communicated to the readers on successful organization by the national theatre of the Chita officers' house of play "encoding for Blucher", narrating on the events of the civil war in the Far East. Vasilyy Constantinovich Blucher's role carried out the commander/chief of the financial
service of separate battalion Senior Lieutenant N. F. Dusakasov, who finished school in 1961. Military leader's form, created by him, the new creative victory of amateurish artist, rightfully awarded the diplomas of laureate Vsearmeyskiy, Vserossiyskiy and Vsesoyuzny of the inspection/reviews of amateurish art.

Is carried along by amateurish art another pupil of school, Senior Lieutenant A. I. Voronov. On its participation in artistic independent activity in the newspaper of south group of forces "Leninist banner" was communicated following: "once they planned to organize in subunit amateurish variety band. It was obtained. Aleksandr Ivanovich procured notes. Now, when soldiers are encountered their Hungarian friends, resounds variety music. Generally, bond/connection with the local population, with cadets of one of the military schools VNA [CHA - inlet guide-vane assembly] here very strong/firm. And in this the sizable merit of the Senior Lieutenant Voronov - supernumerary instructor on international training. On its initiative here frequently are arranged thematic youth evenings, combined concerts of artistic independent activity." 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. "Leninist banner", on 26 November 1967. ENDFOOTNOTE.
In Yaroslavl the school stood up in series of the foremost military educational institutions of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district.

High estimate to the state of education and teaching work in school was given by the deputy minister of the defense of the USSR - by the commander/chief of the rear of armed forces of the USSR in order of 30 July 1963. For successful work on training officer cadres the Marshal of the Soviet Union I. Kh. Bagramyan encouraged more than thirty commanders, the political workers and the instructors.

26 October 1963 school noted the fourth of the century of its existence. Solemn evening, dedicated to this significant event, took place in the Yaroslavl regional dramatic theatre of F. G. Volkov's name. On it it was present entire personnel, veterans of school. In the guests to the cadets of gain the representatives of the
Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR, the military council of the Moscow military district, party and public organizations of oblast'/area and city.

Directed to school acted the salutary addresses and congratulations from many units, large units, the central divisions of the Ministry/Department of Defense, party and public organizations, enterprises of the industry, kolkhozes, state farms and former pupils. With salutary address to personnel turned the deputy minister of the defense of the USSR - the commander/chief of the rear of armed forces of the USSR Marshal of the Soviet Union I. Kh. Bagramyan.

It went 1963 school it prepared the only specialists of financial service. During the state examinations into 1955 the graduates showed high political, military and special preparation/training. 60 percent of the cadets they finished school with difference. In this case 44 cadets they were carried to the board of honor.

Considerable successes attained school into 1966 more than 62 percent of the graduates they finished training with difference. Solemnly passed evening of personnel, dedicated to the issue of the young officers.
On it were present candidate into the members of the Central Committee the CPSU, the first secretary of the Yaroslavl regional committee of party F. I. Loshchenkov, commander/chief of the central financial administration the lieutenant general of intendance service V. N. Dutov, who entrusted to the graduates diplomas and badges, representatives party, Soviet organizations and urban labor. Arrive on solemn collection hotly congratulated the graduates with the termination of training and awarding the first commissioned rank, they wished to them the successes in military work, and to permanently assigned personnel - fruitful work on training the specialists of financial service.

With still greater intensification of forces worked the collective of school in next, 1966/67 academic year. Fulfilling obligations into the honor of the semi-centennial anniversary of the Soviet regime, personnel of school it increased effort/forces in training and strengthening military discipline and met the 50-th anniversary of Great October by new high results.

By the preliminary inspection/revision of the execution of the
undertaken socialist obligations was the inspection check/inspection, which passed during June 1967 commission it gave the high evaluation of the state of education and teaching work and military discipline. These conclusion/derivations confirmed the state and transfer/conversion examinations. On "excellently" they returned the state examinations on the history of the Communist party of the Soviet Union of 55.2 percent of the cadets, on tactics - 62.3 percent, on special disciplines - more than 70 percent.

Better/best results of training and discipline attained the second and third courses. More than 60 percent of the cadets they met the 50-th anniversary of the Soviet regime by distinct indices. But to the subunits of Colonel G. V. Kadanova and Major N. A. Shishkin, which attained the highest results in training and discipline, were entrusted challenge Red Banners of the chiefs - the Order of Lenin of motor plant and plant "free work".

At the end of July 1967 school visited commander/chief of Krasovnamennaya, the order of Suworov of the academy of the General Staff of armed forces of the USSR General of the Army V. D. Ivanov and the commander/chief of the central finance administration of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR the lieutenant general of intendance service V. N. Dutov. They were acquainted with training, life and the mode of life of the cadets, they were interested in
General of the Army V. D. Ivanov entrusted to the young officers diplomas and badges about the termination of school, heat it congratulated graduates with the termination of training, it wished to them the successes in service in the forces.

Noting the achievements of school in training the qualified officer cadres, the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR the Marshal of the Soviet Union A. A. Grechko in salutory address of 26 July 1967 he wrote:

"I congratulate the officers - the graduates of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva with the successful termination of school, and command, party organization, teaching and entire personnel of school with the current issue of the officers of financial service.

The issue of this year coincided with the glorious anniversary date of our native land - by the 50-th anniversary of the Soviet regime. This into another greater degree forces military financiers to skillfully adopt/employ the obtained knowledge in practical work
in the forces and to persistently perfect its special preparation/training.

The graduates in formation/order.
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I express deep confidence in the fact that the young officers - the graduates of school will selflessly serve the native land, with the honor to fulfill the charged on them responsibilities they will introduce the worthy contribution to the cause of the provision for a high combat readiness of armed forces of the USSR.

I desire to entire personnel of the school of the further successes in training and training the officers, boundless devoted to the Communist Party, to the Soviet government and our socialist native land" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, l. 306. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In response to this high estimate of work the personnel of school unanimously assured the central committee of the party, the
Soviet government and the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR in the fact that will work and learn still better, multiply its successes. The cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants, the officers, the working and employed schools were include/connected in patriotic movement for the worthy rendezvous of the semi-centennial anniversary of the Soviet Armed Forces and Leninist komsomol.

The results of the transfer/conversion and state examinations, carried out into 1968 showed that the collective held in control its word. More than 80 percent of the cadets they attained the distinct and good results in combat and political education. About 60 percent of the graduates obtained diplomas with difference.

On 27 July 1968 on the eve of the thirtieth anniversary of school, took place the anniversary issue of the young officers - most representative in the history of educational institution. Diplomas and badges were entrusted to the great detachment of military financiers. For the successes in training of approximately 60 percent of the graduates obtained diplomas with difference, but more than 70 surnames of the young officers were carried to the board of honor. For a participation in the celebrations from Moscow of gain the inspector general of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR General of the Army V. D. Ivanov, the commander/chief of the central financial administration of who of the USSR General-Colonel of
intendant service V. N. Dutov and representative of the Main Administration of the military educational institutions of the USSR major general A. A. Sinits, hotly congratulated the graduates of anniversary year.
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On 26 October 1958 school noted its thirtieth anniversary. On occasion of holiday took place the solemn collection of personnel with the participation of the representatives of the central financial administration of the USSR, the military council of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district, garrison, the party, Soviet and public organizations of Yaroslavl. With report "thirty years of path/route" came forward the commander/chief of school Major General M. G. Shpilevskiy.

In thirty years the school gave pass into life thousands of military financiers. In the salutory address to the collective of the school in connection with this, with significant date the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR the Marshal of the Soviet Union A. A. Grechko wrote:

"For the years of its existence school introduced the worthy contribution to the cause of preparation/training and training
officer cadres for the financial service of the Soviet Army and the Navy.

I desire to you the further successes in the preparation of the qualified officers, training staff in the spirit of the selfless devotion of the Communist Party and our socialist native land* ¹.

FOOTNOTE ¹. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khruleva the collection of materials and history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, l. 307. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The worthy contribution of school to the affair of strengthening the Soviet Armed Forces and their financial service was noted also in the salutory addresses of the military council and political administration of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district, commander/chefs of the financial service of the forms of armed forces, of military districts, military units and military training establishments.

With the words of congratulation on occasion of thirtieth anniversary turned to personnel the local party and Soviet organizations, the educational institutions of yaroslavl, the
collectives of number of industrial enterprises.

In school acted numerous congratulations from the former pupils, passing service in the forces.
HIGH AWARD

Being prepared for Vladimir Ilyich Lenin's 100-summer anniversary, personnel of school it supported the patriotic initiative of the red-banner aviation regiment of V. I. Lenin's name to "Lenin's legacy were accurate" it took high socialist obligations.

By the motto of the cadets, soldiers, sergeants, officers, working and employees of the school of steel of V. V. Mayakovskyi's word:
Conrade Lenin, on factories smoky, on the earth/ground, covered both
with snow and stubble, by your, comrade, by heart and same we think,
we breathe, we struggle and live!^.

FOOTNOTE 1. V. V. Mayakovskiy. Coll. works T. 8. N., publishing house
"Pravda", 1968, page 16. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Competing for the worthy rendezvous of glorious Leninist
anniversary, the collective of the school made new step/pitch
forward, such it was necessary to take some pains itself for the
commanders, the political workers, the instructors, to party and
Komsomol organizations, to entire personnel in order to fulfill
socialist obligations - to make a school distinct.

In the classes and in training fields went stressed work. During
February 1969 the cadet-graduates participated in tactical exercises
with troops/forces. The led exercises troop commander of the Order of
Lenin of the Moscow military district lieutenant general Ye. P.
Ivanovskiy gave high estimate the actions of the future officers.
Excellently worked and learned the cadets, also, during probationary
training period in troops/forces.
During July 1969 took place the current issue of the young officers. The state examination commission objectively evaluated the knowledge of the cadets. More than 64 percent of the graduates they finished training with difference.
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For active participation in training the youth of city and district during the glorious combat traditions of the Army and fleet the Yaroslavl regional committee of komsomol during October 1969 awarded school by the converting red banner.

By glorious deeds met the collective of school 100th anniversary the birthday of V. I. Lenin and the 25-anniversary of the victory of the Soviet Union in the Great Patriotic War. More than 55 percent of the cadets they became the excellent men of combat and political education. Grew the quantity of distinct subunits. Among them captain I. L. Volchkevich's company, in lists of whom is forever enrolled the Hero of the Soviet Union captain M. A. Samaria. Distinct became also the company of Major Yu. P. Napreyeva, the platoons of Lieutenant V. N. Beletskiy, Senior Lieutenant Yu. M. Golinbekova et al.

Noting the considerable contribution to the cause of the fortification of the defense power of our motherland, the central
committee of CPSU, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet the USSR and the Council of Ministers of the USSR they awarded school by Leninist anniversary honorary certificate.

For the achieved high indices in combat and political education and the successful provision for the training process in anniversary socialist competition the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR and the troop commander of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district on behalf the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet the USSR and the troop commander of the Order of Lenin of the Moscow military district on behalf the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet the USSR awarded the great group of personnel by anniversary medal. In number rewarded it is more than two hundred serviceman and more than twenty working and employees.

Highly estimating the work of personnel in of the execution of socialist obligations for the worthy rendezvous of Leninist anniversary, the Yaroslavl regional committee of CPSU, executive committee and oblast professional council carried school into the book of the honor of district.

On 16 April the commander/chief of school Major General N. G. Shpilevskiy on behalf the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet the USSR before the formation/order of personnel entrusted awarded anniversary
medal, and day later to school was entrusted Leninist anniversary honorary certificate.
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For the presentation of the Leninist anniversary honorary certificate on 16 April 1970 in the school of gain the commander/chief of the central financial administration of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR the lieutenant general of intendance service V. N. Dutov, secretary of the Yaroslavl regional committee of CPSU M. M. Seregin, secretary of the Kirov district committee of CPSU V. Ye. Protsenko's yaroslavl and the secretary of the Yaroslavl regional committee of G. L. Khudyakov's komsomol.

In solemn situation the General V. N. Dutov on the commission of the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR entrusted to school Leninist anniversary honorary certificate. Under violent applause mounted on to the parade ground of its soldiers accepted the director of school Major General M. G. Shpilevskiy. The General Dutov hotly congratulated the cadets, the soldiers, the sergeants, the officers, the working and employees with high decoration/award, he wished to them the new successes in the affair of the fortification of the defense might of our native land.
The comrades N. K. Sorokin, G. I. Khudyakova and V. Ie. Scotenko on behalf party, Soviet and public organizations, toilers of district and city congratulated personnel with high decoration/award, wished to soldiers, by working and employees high to bear the banner of V. I. Lenin, to secure the defense of our dear native land.
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M. E. Seredin entrusted to General M. G. Shpilevskiy certificate about the recording of school onto the book of the honor of district.

On behalf personnel came forward General M. G. Shpilevskiy, excellent man of training cadet V. M. Sechenykh and Lieutenant Colonel L. A. Sokolov. They hotly and warmly thanked the party and the government for the high estimate of the military work of the soldiers of school.

The participants of meeting it is unanimous, with great incline they accepted salutatory letter to the central committee of CPSU, to the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet as the USSR and the Council of Ministers of the USSR, in which it was said:

"We complete the Central Committee the CPSU, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet the USSR and the Council of Ministers of the USSR, that we henceforth will prepare for our armed forces boundless
Leninist anniversary honorary certificate of the Central Committee of the CPSU, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the Council of Ministers of the USSR.
devoted to our people, the communism cause highly-qualified military economist-financiers.

Personal staff of schools will not be sorry forces and energy for the further perfection/improvement of military and political knowledge, fortification of military discipline, increase in the combat readiness and with honor will justify the high confidence of the Leninist party and Soviet people"."
Lieutenant general V. M. Kutoy congratulates personnel with the awarding of school by Leninist anniversary honorary certificate.
In the evening the same day in club/puff took place the solemn collection of personnel of school, dedicated to Leninist anniversary.

ON THE GUARD OF THE STATE TREASURY.

Each year troops/forces are supplemented by the new detachment of the young officers – the pupils of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army L. V. Khrulev. Then it is possible to meet in all forms of the Soviet Armed Forces, in many angle irons of our immense native land. The young officers, as a rule, initially are appointed on the post of the commander/chiefs of the financial service of military units of the type of separate battalion. Some graduates begin services in the posts of the chief accountants of military-construction units. Usually the beginning of official path/route is brightest, gladdest time for a young officer.
"And thus we on the threshold of independent life, wrote in our journal one of the graduates of school, they become the officers. From want of habit no-no, yes even you will look sideways by eyes to shoulder boards. Lieutenant I two small asterisks, and how much after them work, pride and gladnesses, alarm/alerts and sleepless nights. Of each in pocket letter order - ahead officer service" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. "Red Star", on 31 October 1969. ENDFOOTNOTE.

After obtaining for the years of training good ideological training, enduring/permanent military and special knowledge and skills, the pupils of school thrust and persistently they solve problems in the financial provision for measures, directed toward maintaining troops/forces in high combat readiness. The area of their official activity is wide and complex: the provision with the money resources for combat and political education, maintenance and repair of combat material and armament, economic needs, satisfaction by the monetary allowance of the servicemen by wages of working and employed military parts, the skillful organization of economic work. The officers of financial service actively participate in struggle for savings, they show to the commanders, where and as it is better to utilize internal reserves ....
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This volume of works characterizes officer-financiers as the reliable assistants of the commanders.

In school come numerous responses about successful service in troops/forces of its foster children, whom differs high ideology, conscientious execution of military duty, discipline, tendency to the perfection/improvement of political, military and special knowledge, readiness in any minute to come forward for the defence of our native land.

High authority among soldiers uses the pupil of school the captain of intendance service Ya. L. Babenko. In response about its work the unit commander wrote: "during the period of service it showed himself by the disciplined, performing officer of financial service. Statutes on the financial questions it knows and correctly it adopt/employs well in practice, takes active participation in economic work, he is the secretary of the party bureau of the administration. For the achieved successes on service in 1966, is rewarded the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR by nominal hours".
More than decades of guarding the captain of intendant service G. L. Belen'kiy serves in one of units of the Baltic military district. Possessing intimate knowledge, it skillfully it organized and it conducts financial economy, it contains it in masterful state. Troop commander of district noted this unit as one of the better/best. On the results of inspection competition to better/best army and financial economy into the honor of the 50-th anniversary of the Soviet regime it took up the second place in district. Into this success is invested much work and officer G. L. Belen'kogo, who in decades obtained forty two encouragement/awards, including four valuable gifts.

In letter to the commander/chief of school the unit commander communicates that from year to year the financial economy, headed by officer Belen'ky, is found in masterful state.

Skillfully adopt/employs in practical work those which were obtained in the school of rank officer S. V. Boyko. The veteran of the Great Patriotic War, combat commander, he finished advance courses and dedicated himself to financial work. For the successes in financial-economic activity and economic work, he repeatedly was encouraged by command. Into 1964 by Commander-in-Chief's order
troops/forces of the air defense of the country is rewarded nominal hours.
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After completion of school into 1963 by commander/chief of the financial service of separate battalion was assigned the Lieutenant of intendance service A. I. Voronov. He with the knowledge of affair conducts financial economy, actively it participates in party-political and mass-sport work.

The Senior Lieutenant Voronov systematically works on the perfection/improvement of his political, military and special knowledge. Tendency to research on theory, which was manifest even within the walls of school, now became for it daily need. It is not closed in itself, it lives by the life of subunit. Frequently it appears before wars with conversations, political information, actively it propagandizes the decisions of the party and government. Into 1967 Aleksandr Voronov they accepted into the party. For the successes in service, the commander-in-chief of south group of forces awarded by its valuable gift.

More than decades successfully will bear the relay race of military financiers in one of the military units of the Air Forces
the captain of intendance service D. P. Yergiyev. Into 1957 Dmitriy Petrovich obtained appointment to a post of the assistant of the commander/chief of the financial service of aviation-engineering unit. He hotly was taken the charged affair and during the short time recommended himself by the capable, knowing specialist. After two years to him as most prepared officer, they entrusted the post of the commander/chief of the financial service of unit. Work on the financial provision for the conducted measures the captain Yergiyev makes in intimate contact with chiefs of a service, party and Komsomol organizations. Financial service is found in masterful state and for the last/latter three years holds the first place in compound.

In response Dmitriy Petrovich's work it is discussed: "the command of unit highly values officer D. P. Yergiyeva not only as specialist-financier, but also as demanding and performing officer, who gives all itself to the interests of service".

Is not inferior to his associate on the elected speciality the captain of intendance service I. Kh. Gnatyuk, who finished school into 1954.
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Ivan Kharlampiyevich was directed to the fleet, where he revealed himself from quite better/best side. After obtaining appointment to a post of the commander/chief of the financial service of the military unit of the fleet, officer I. Kh. Gnatyuk correctly it adopt/employed obtained in school theoretical knowledge and skills in of financial economic operation. But life presented the increased requirements, and officer it continued to learn. Into 1966 he externally finished military department with the Moscow financial institute and it obtained new, higher designation/purpose. In a comparatively short period of the stay in this post, Ivan Kharlampiyevich put financial economy in masterful state.

Highly-trained and experimental military economist skillfully utilizes in practical work aid of the party and Komsomol organizations of unit, with their support strives the distinct results in the mobilization intraorganizational resources. For the masterful execution of military duty the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR it awarded officer I. Kh. Gnatyuka by valuable gift.

By the skillful and economical specialist of financial service recommended himself in troops/forces the Lieutenant of intendance service N. Z. Koontz. The former pupil of Minsk Suvorov military school, he elected the profession of military financier, into 1966
with difference he finished school and it was assigned to the post of the commander/chief of the financial service of military unit.

On practical work in troops/forces officer N. Z. Koontz showed himself those knowing his affair by young specialist. The financial economy of military unit the Lieutenant of intendance service N. Z. Koontz contains in distinct state. "For officer N. Z. Koontz, he spoke unit commander, to school great thanks. This good, correct, honest, conscientious and fundamental officer. For the time of service in unit did not have the omissions and deficiency/lacks on service. Us do not harass the sector of work, which he heads".

Distinctive features in young officer N. Z. Koontz' work is the fact that in its practical work it skillfully take over/imitates the advanced experience of the military financiers of other military units, it searches for and it finds its methods and the ways of the prevention/warning of financial violations, it searches for ways of the economical consumption of money and supplies.
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At the same time military financier N. Z. Koontz is not closed within the framework of work on speciality. He takes an active part in the public life of unit, has been selected the member of Komsonol
committee, it helps with organization and conducting the leisure of the soldier and sergeants, he is the supernumerary correspondent of the newspaper "for the native land".


The considerable unit of the control apparatus in our country comprise workers, occupied with accounting. In the Army and the fleet bookkeeping accounting also plays important role. From it in many respects depends the rational, effective use of the state resources, isolated to defense.

"If we speak about the bookkeepers of our production enterprises and construction organizations, wrote "Red Star", that primary task
can be determined by Leninist requirement for executives - to worry about that in order to take care the state kopeck and to try to convert it into two kopecks. Not in this whether the essence of profit and loss management, which consists in that in order constantly to be commensurate expend with the results of production and to provide the height difference of incomes above expenditure/consumptions.¹

FOOTNOTE ¹. "Red Star", on 9 January 1970. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The graduates of school successfully work in military-construction units and organizations, heading bookkeepings. They skillfully organize the financing of construction, is carried out efficient supervision of economic activity, they contribute to preservation/retention/maintaining and the increase of socialist property/ownership, to the correct use of money resources, material and labor resources.
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Therefore them with good reason they name by the right hand of the commanders of the military construction units and commander/chiefs of
military construction organizations.

Pass more than decades, as chief accountant of one of the military construction units was assigned the graduate of school officer V. I. Bardakov. For the time of service in this post he showed himself by a good specialist. Shortly the officer completely mastered finansovo-bookkeeping accounting in profit and loss accounting organization, it was acquainted well with technology of construction production.

Investigating in different directions of production and economic activity, Vasily Ivanovich it began to note that in it it is insufficient knowledge, that the specific character of its work requires considerably more that, what it they taught within the walls of school. It constantly perfected its knowledge and 1962 acted to training in All-Union external financial-economic institute.

Being excellently dismantled in the financial-economic activity of unit, military financier V. I. Bardakov not only worries about precise repulsing of its results in accounting, but also it attempts to activate the economy of economies, with the aid of report data to determine the economic effect of the conducted measures, to find the sources of a descent in the expenditures on construction production, the path/routes of an increase in the profitableness. It decisively
struggles with the creation of the excessive reserves of physical commodity values, it takes measures in order that thriftily would be utilized material, financial and labor resources, were fortified the economy and the finances of enterprise.

Not less diligently works in the post of the chief accountant of the administration the commander/chief of construction work the pupil of school the Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service N. I. Dudkin. Officer N. I. Dudkin does not await, when at it arrive workers. It itself goes to construction areas, it heaves on forest, it looks to depot/dumps, it converses with people directly for the objectives.

Especially thoroughly prepares and carries out officer N. I. Dudkin the conferences of the balance commission, on which are examined and are analyzed the results of work for year.
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The main target of each conference it sees in struggle for thrift and savings, introduction into the practice of the construction of the achievements of contemporary science and technicians, zealous relation to each minute of operating time, to vehicles and mechanisms, to raw material and materials.
Successfully work during the military constructions of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR the graduates of school the officers N. P. Glushko, E. V. Ozhalovyan, I. S. Dupliy, I. V. Dymskiy, N. S. Narovlyanskiy, by B. P. Savchenko et al.

In the great Army of military financiers successfully work the officers of the field installations of the state bank of the USSR. They qualified are occupied by the cashbox and credit maintenance of troops/forces, organs of the army trade and other military organizations.

The workers of field banks carry out extensive and complex work on the mobilization of financial and money resources, provide troops/forces with money presence, solve the questions of the safety of the money resources for personnel of military units and installations, fortification of money address/circulation.

At the same time the officers of the field installations of State Bank systematically control work of the organs of the military trade and other military organizations, are carried out the measures, directed toward acceleration and improvement in the calculations between the users and the suppliers for physical commodity values and services, they introduce strict estimated discipline, they follow the elimination of the delay in payments, and also the completeness of
the delivery of help into the cashboxes of military units and field banks.

One of the unique characteristics of service in the field installations of State Bank is the fact that here it cannot be nothing plotted "on tomorrow". Into bank daily enter many documents, and everything must be processed them into the same day, otherwise decelerates the turnover of money resources in the calculations. The officers of field banks must strictly observe beginning and termination of workday. Not one worker can leave work, if it is not comprised and verified is daytime balance.

All this requires of the officers of State Bank to attentively check/inspect, to in proper time and qualitatively process cash-accounting and registration/accounting documents, to increase the level of registration/accounting-operating work and culture of the maintenance of military units and installations, to perfect methods of crediting and calculations, to follow the use of money and credit in the interest of an increase in the effectiveness of the maintenance of soldiers.

Recommended well themselves on work in the field installations of State Bank the foster children of school the officers M. D. Gavcharov, A.A. Belov, V. M. Batsky, V. P. Gritsenko, K.G. Gur'ev, G.
V. Konyshev, L. I. Kuchin, I. M. Ovsyannikov, Yu. S. Pereshiyaylo, A. P. Tsarev. Many of them in a comparatively short period grew to the chief accountants and the commander/chiefs of field banks. Noting the successes, achieved in the mobilization of financial and money resources, the uninterrupted provision for troops/forces with money presence, the financing and the crediting of troops/forces, the Minister/Secretary of Defense and the chairman of the board of the state bank of the USSR they awarded the great group of the officers of the field installations of State Bank by valuable gifts. In the number of rewarded and the officers - the graduates of school.

Many officers after completion of school do not stop on that which was achieved, they attempt to obtain higher military, political and special education. For those, who combine faultless service with the continuous perfection/improvement of their knowledge, the realization of this wish are real affair. Some of them enrich its knowledge by means of self-education, others attempt to act the higher military or civil educational institutions, shape by the students of military department with the Moscow financial institute.

With gold medal finished the Moscow financial institute the pupils of school the officers M. I. Dzhulay, M. S. Zichenko, M. K. Kashlakov, D. V. Naymushin, V. M. Ofitserov, V. V. Prokhorovskiy, M. L. Suprun.
Military department with the Moscow financial institute gives high estimate to the business and political qualities of the graduates of school. In the salutory address of department on occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of school it was said: "Us connects enduring/permanent friendship, the generality of problems and joint operation on training the highly skilled cadres for the financial service of armed forces with our loved Motherland... School successfully works on the perfection/improvement of the preparation of the cadets. This is confirmed by the high estimates of work of the graduates in troops/forces. This we know and we, since department almost completely recruits only by graduates of school."
Many instructors of department, scientific workers - the pupils of school" ¹.

¹FOOTNOTE. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, l. 312. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Unit of the officers, who finished school, receives higher education in other military educational institutions. For example, the pupil of school, now Major General of aviation Yu. V. Bubnov with difference finished air force red-banners academy, the Colonel of the
intendence service N. A. Verb - military-juridical academy.
Lieutenant Colonel V. S. Gutsev - voeno-political the Order of Lenin
the red-banner academy of name V. I. Lenin, Colonel V. G. Sergenko
with difference finished military the Orders of Lenin the logistics
academy and transport. In this academy only into 1969 it learned 26
pupils of school. Successfully learns in military red-banner academy
chemical defence the pupil of school Senior Lieutenant Ye. V.
Pan'kin, in military-political the Order of Lenin
Krasnoznamennaya academy of V. I. Lenin's name - Senior Lieutenant V.
V. Stepanov.

For the graduates of school is permitted training in the evening
and external departments (squads) of civil VUZ. The officers V. I.
Bardakov, G. V. Pokrovskiy, N. I. Serikov, V. S. Shepelev et al.
obtained higher education in financial-economic institute, the
officers E. V. Dsalovyan and V. A. Metlin - in the institute of
national economy, the officers G. N. Besedin, A. A. Vas'kovskiy and
N. G. Poderegin - in pedagogical institute. Skillfully combining
service with training in financial institute Ye. P. Biryukov, Yu. S.
Nikitin.

After obtaining higher education, the pupils of school they are
appointed to financial posts into large units, the
circular/neighboring and central organs of military control, they are
occupied by training and training future military financiers.

Many forces and work give to its affair the commander/chief of the financial service of large unit the major of intendance service Ye. D. Zubkov. It in 1951 finished school, and into 1959 - military department with the Moscow financial institute.
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Having high economic preparation/training, Yevgeny Dmitriyevich qualified it carries out financing of the military units of the large unit, strives for correct and the economical consumption of money resources and material values. Officer Ye. D. Zubkov takes an active part in social activities. Soldiers respect it first of all for the fact that it is close to people, it serves as an example of conscientious relation to the execution of military duty.

Approvingly they answer in troops/forces about the work of the captain of the intendance service L. P. Yermakov. Began it its officer services during distant island Sakhalin. For retention time in troops/forces it render/showed itself by correct, knowing affair specialist. Feature in its activity is the constant tendency to the perfection/improvement of knowledge, workmanship. Leonid Pavlovich skillfully combined work with training on the correspondence
department of military department with the Moscow financial institute.

Officer L. P. Yermakov repeatedly was encouraged by the unit commanders, large units, by the military district commandier. Highly evaluated the work of L. P. Yermakova's military financier the Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR, after awarding him into 1966 by valuable gift.

Interesting labor path/route passed in decades the pupil of school the major of intendance service A. S. Ledin: the treasurer of individual company, the commander/chief of the financial service of separate battalion, inspector-inspector, and then the commander/chief of the financial service of large unit. And everywhere it showed itself correct, performing and loving its speciality by worker.

Officer A. S. Ledin possesses excellent organizational qualities, much works above an increase in its military, political and special knowledge. Into 1960 it finished military department with the Moscow financial institute. Aleksandr Stepanovich frequently appears before personnel with lectures and reports on the political, financial-economic and economic questions.

Into 1953 finished school officer V. G. Chizhov. At first he was
assigned to the post of the commander/chief of the financial service of separate battalion. During short time he knew how to earn respect among personnel. Pass four years, and officer acted to military department with the Moscow financial institute. After completion of its V. G. Chizhov they assigned to the post of the inspector-inspector of large unit. Several years it fulfilled this very responsible and complex work, then it was assigned by the commander/chief of the financial service of large unit. The commanders and the commander/chiefs, in subordination of whom it serves, they give the high estimate of its work. Victor Grigor'evich with great effort attempts to organize and to conduct financial economy on scientific foundation. His knowledge he skillfully adopt/employs in practical work, it leads the training of the military financiers of garrison, qualified it connects it with practice, with the life of troops/forces. It supports coupling constant with party and Komsomol organizations, the groups of assistance national supervision. For masterful relation to official duties Victor Grigor'evich repeatedly encouraged. Into 1966 Minister/Secretary of Defense of the USSR awarded by its nominal hours.

By the experimental financier-economists in troops/forces revealed themselves also the foster children of school the officers A. T. Azarov, L. A. Bychkovskiy, V. S. Vanchurov, Ch. A. Sabeinkas,
V. V. Grachev, G. G. Kashutin, S. I. Kolesnikov, Yu. V. Krasnoshechek, G. I. Lipay, A. F. Medved', A. I. Menek, V. A. Metlin, V. I. Meshcheryakov, A. P. Molchanov, A. D. Oprishchenko, A. I. Samoilov, V. S. Sklyar, N. S. Stepchenkov, N. A. Filatov, A. A. Khabibov, A. I. Chugaevskiy, V. N. Shatov and many others. They all hotly love their speciality, according to state regulations they approach the use of money resources, much work they pack into the provision for a combat readiness of troops/forces and mode of life of personnel.

From the military financiers of military units and large units increase the knowing affair leading workers of the financial service of military districts, groups of forces, fleets and central apparatus of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR. In the central divisions of the Ministry/Department of Defense of the USSR they work dozen officers, which finished school. This the Colonels of the intendance service this year of kegs, V. I. Trubanov, I. P. Uvarov, Lieutenant Colonels of the intendance service P. A. Kizimirov, V. I. Malkin, L. N. Skvortsov, A. V. Sladkov, V. S. Sukholitko, M. R. Khabirov, Major of intendance service N. I. Sirous et al.
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Showed well themselves on the practical work the pupils of school in all forms of armed forces. "...Graduates of the schools,
writes the commander/chief of the financial service of the Navy, successfully they work in all the component/links of the financial service of the Navy. Many of them occupy at present the leading posts in sailor apparatus. As a rule, this the well prepared and disciplined officers, with proper initiative and principle adopt/employing into its practical activities of knowledge, obtained within the walls of school. The analogous estimate of the work of the graduates of school give the commander/chiefs of the financial administrations of the Air Forces, the strategic missile forces, troops/forces of the air defense of the country, the commander/chiefs of the financial service of military districts, groups of forces and fleets.


Some graduates of school dedicated themselves to scientific activity. They develop/process the urgent questions of the financing of troops/forces, is conducted scientific and pedagogical work on
military department with the Moscow financial institute. The candidate of economic sciences, the docent the Colonel of intendance service S. M. Yermakov is the deputy commander/chief of military department from training work, the candidate of economic sciences, docent the Colonel of the intendance service N. A. Verto heads the department.

Colonel V. V. Klimov, candidate of economic sciences the Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service N. L. Suprun iii Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service I. P. Lakhmetkin - the senior instructors. Successfully they returned examinations and they learn in the graduate work at a military college of the military department with MFI the pupils of school the Majors of intendance service V. V. Prokhorovskiy, O. M. Pyatkov and V. D. Chekin.

But by scientific research work are occupied not only the instructors of military department. The questions of the perfection/improvement of the financial provision for troops, accounting and accountability agitate many officer-practitioners.
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Thus, for instance, pupil of school the Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service N. I. Dudkin works on the candidate dissertation,
in which he investigates the application/use of computers to account for and calculations in housing construction.

With each year increases the number of instructors of the military-financial disciplines of the pupils of school. After accumulating the experience of the financial provision for troops/forces and after obtaining higher military and special education, they send to teaching work. With the knowledge of affair, fruitfully conduct training and training future military financiers the Lieutenant Colonels of intendance service G. N. Besedin, G. P. Tkach and N. M. Shul'gin, Majors of intendance service F. S. Semin and V. A. Evsey, the captain of intendance service V. S. Shepelev.

School gives to the students not only of knowledge in the district of financial science, but also good military and political education. Therefore some graduates are appointed to command and political work. "The zampolit, wrote the graduate of school officer L. N. Sarychev, it proposed to pass to Komsomol work. Interesting, tempting affair, but, to say honestly, caught the fancy itself to me financial service. I feel itself on my place -, also, in this sizable satisfaction".

FOOTNOTE 1. "Red Star", on 31 October 1969. ENDPOTNOTE.
Those of the officers, whom send to command and political work, successfully lead combat and political education of subunits and units, they head Komsomol organizations. With entrainment work on command and political work officers A. V. Bopko, A. A. Vas'kovskiy, V. S. Gutsev, A. G. Dudnik, I. N. Zhdanov, Yu. I. Konov, V. V. Lashchenkov, A. M. Nikolaenko, I. S. Novik, N. G. Poderegin, K. A. Rulles, N. M. Khutoryanskiy, L. N. Chistov et al.

Kind glory went in school about platoon commander the Lieutenant of the intendance service G. V. Chuyko. In school it grew to captain and it was assigned to the post of the commander of motorized rifle company. Well prepared, volitional and energetic, demanding, by officer G. V. Chuyko many forces and work invested in training and training personnel of subunit.
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The company under captain G. V. Chuyko's command into 1960 was one of the first distinct powered rifle the mouth of the Moscow military district.
Fixture by commander, Georgiy Vasilyevich passed many steps on command and headquarters posts. And always it they recommended as officer energetic, correct, assiduous. After completion of the military Order of Lenin, Krasnoznamennoy, Suvarow’s order the academy of name M. V. of Frunze guards of Lieutenant Colonel G. V. Chuyko it was assigned to the post of the commander of motorized rifle regiment by the renowned guards Taman red-banner, Suvarov’s orders the division of M. I. Kalinin’s name.

In its official activity of guards of Lieutenant Colonel G. V. Chuyko does not stop by n achieved, thrust and persistently perfects knowledge, it develops them and transmits to subordinates. It constantly worries about an increase in the commander qualities and systematic skill of officers of unit, systematically it holds an exercise through officer training, instructor-systematic and exponential exercises, skillfully it organizes combat and political education of all personnel. When organization and conducting tactical by the scientist of subunits he attempts to create the instructive situation, which requires of the commanders and each soldier the manifestation of initiative and resourcefulness, skillful and decisive actions.

In all businesses of guards of Lieutenant Colonel G. V. Chuyko it leans during party and Komsomol organization,
concrete/specific/actually it carries out leadership/manual of socialist competition.

The high evaluation of officer G. V. Chuyko's commander qualities gave troop commander of order of Lenin of the Moscow military district lieutenant general Ye. F. Ivanovskiy. He wrote:

"By the higher school of operational-tactical preparation for our commanders and headquarters, strict examination of combat skill, courage and staying powers for all troops, their report of the Communist Party, to the Soviet government and its people was the participation of troops/forces of district in the recent army maneuvers of "Dvina"..."
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It is gratifying to note that in the course of maneuvers many our officers showed themselves by the ripe/mature commanders. To take, for example, commander of one of Lieutenant Colonel G. Chuyko's units. It comparatively young officer... He by his command unit demonstrated on maneuvers high skill in organization and conduct of active defense. Personnel showed moral-psychological and physical hardening/quenching, it performed with fortitude and decisively. Organizing defense on a wide frontage against superior forces of
"enemy", Lieutenant Colonel G. V. Chuyko solidly it controlled subunits in all stages of combat, it organized clear cooperation and the effective use of forces and resources, correctly it estimated the situation, it made daring decisions upon conducting maneuver and counterattacks. All this contributed to the successful decision placed before unit of the problems" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. "Red Star", on 10 April 1970. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Into 1964 finished school the Lieutenant of intendance service V. B. Lavrov. At first he worked the commander/chiefs of the financial service of separate battalion, he took an active part in party-political work. On the first seminars of Marxist-Leninist preparation/training, commander exercises of the officers V. B. Lavrov showed high knowledge. Then it was explained that the commander/chief of financial service fire/shoots excellently, and vehicle he drives, and with people it knows how to work, and by artistic independent activity it is carried along.

The great amateur of music, energetic and sociable, young officer used the distinguished authority among personnel. The Komsomol members of battalion rendered showed it great confidence,
after electing as their leader. At present officer V. B. Lavrov works by the military regulator of military unit.

Departing to practical work to troops/forces, the former cadets they do not forget about their native school. They write letters, and with possibility arrive themselves, they tell about their businesses, about the difficulties, with which for them it is necessary to be encountered. The cadets they advise persistently and thrust to be prepared for the responsible and complex work for troops/forces.
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Heat answers about school its pupil the Lieutenant of intendance service I. N. Zhdanov. "In our school there are all the necessary conditions for good training and the daily mode of life of the cadets. Me as graduate of school, it wants to see the native school still better in every respect, and first of all on training and discipline. Therefore it wants to say to the cadets in order that they properly would value the honor of their school during training, and also after it limits... I want to express the great, sincere commendation to all instructors and command personnel of school for effort and the work, which they pack into our training and training".

Senior Lieutenant V. B. Lavrov writes: "Much in life can be
forgotten, but the Cadet years, carried out within the walls of school, never will be forgotten. The thoughtful relation of our instructors of the Colonels of the intendance service A. V. Bogomolov and M. Sh. Zaslavskiy, Lieutenant Colonels of the intendance service V. V. Dyubin, N. K. Kashlakova, Major N. P. Alekseyev, the paternal manuals of our commanders of Colonel G. T. Kadanova, Major I. S. Avdeyeva and many others will remain in soul forever. Thanks to you, expensive our educators, for the fact that you will place us on feet and will derive on the wide road of life.

The letters of the graduates from troops/forces render in a number of cases valuable aid in the perfection/improvement of curricula, in the organization of the probationary training periods of the cadets.

dozens, hundreds of letters... And in all - hot gratitude for theoretical knowledge and skills, which gives the school to its foster children.

"In school, writes former cadet, the now Senior Lieutenant of intendance service R. F. Kuvshinov, I obtained in essence pass into life. The instructors and the commanders will give to me intimate knowledge and the skills, necessary for our difficult, but noble/precious profession... Specifically, those knowledge, which we
obtained within the walls of school, they make it possible most correctly to approach the solution to the diverse questions, which appear on practical work in troops... This is why we would want to advise to the cadets for the time of training in school to obtain as much as possible the knowledge, which will give them a good recoil.
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It is necessary to thoroughly study special objects/topics, since gaps/spacings in these knowledge can create difficulty in the accomplishment of the missions, laid on the commander/chief of financial service" 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. Archive of the Yaroslavl military school of the name of the General of the Army A. V. Khrulev. Collection of materials to the history of school, op. 1968, d. 342, ll. 47-48. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The major of intendance service N. A. Putiy writes:

"During September 1950 I finished the two-year course of school and it was directed toward service in the post of manager by office management - the treasurer of company. Specifically, here, in small
army economy, I will obtain the many-faceted practical experience of both financier and the executive. From the first days of independent work to me it seemed that all difficulties of my service will be collected together and were ready to break young optimism...

The conduct of all commissariat office management and financial economy, unique characteristic of service, connected with deployment in foreign territory, remoteness from other military units and much other frequently force to recall their kind tutors - the instructors and the commanders of school. Especially frequently it is necessary to recall the instructors of army economy. To this object/subject I personally and many cadets give little values; therefore many questions and even the sections it is necessary to study again. In the first years of service will pronounce the absence of skills in the correct organization of its work...

In taiga, wastelands and steppes, on the shores of the oceans and seas, in the most distant angle irons of our native land will cost on combat watch the Soviet soldiers. In one formation/order with all will serve honorary combat terms of duty the military finance specialists - the pupils of school.

"Today, writes the graduate of school the Lieutenant Colonel of intendance service L. N. Sarychev, exactly 6 years and 9 months, as I
will arrive in this northern region. Much this or is small? Probably, and each. Much because not in one academy it is necessary to get as many skills, as this will be possible to make here. But it is little... Man always it seems that is made still not everything: that did not have time, then it missed" 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. "Red Star", on 31 October 1969. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Each pupil of school, who gives entire his energy, ability and experience to the Soviet Armed Forces, understands well that intimate knowledge, constant creative search/scannings, the everyday perfection/improvement of personal preparation/training under any living conditions and activity of troops/forces - this that necessary, without which it cannot successfully fulfill its responsibilities. The agitated service of military financiers is their element. They never feel sorry for the elected vital path/route.

Yearly with pride and gladness accompany the commanders, the political workers and the instructors of their foster children into
troops/forces. This does not doze. Thus will cost they in formation/order - the strong/firm, hardened/temperad, daring, armed by knowledge specialists. They will cost where stood three years ago. cut hair, timid, it is small that knowing how. School will give them pass into life.

In report at the combined solemn conference of the Central committee of CPSU, Sovet the USSR and Soveta in the RSFSR, dedicated to the 50-th anniversary of the Soviet state, the Secretary General of the CC/CPSU L. I. Brezhnev tells: "The now Soviet Army is the mighty, terrible, invincible force. It is armed by the better/best in the world weapon. The Soviet soldiers are from the soldiers to the marshals, from the sailors to the Admirals - these are the present masters of military affairs, which excellently master military science and trusted to them excellent technology, these are people, infinite devoted our party, the communism cause" ! 1.

severe tests and in peacetime, the officers of financial service
together with all wars of the Army and fleet increase and take
courage, they are compose/collected experience and knowledge,
honestly conscientiously they fulfilled and is fulfilled their duty
before the socialist fatherland. They will enter few bright pages in
the glorious chronicle of the Soviet Armed Forces, they placed
beginning to the new combat and labor traditions of the specialists
of the financial service, at foundation of which lie rest infinite
love for the socialist native land, a feeling of high responsibility
for the performance of military duty.
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For shooting gallery and more the decade of its existence the
school of military financiers will make great labor path/route.
Within its walls will be formed and will get stronger the glorious
traditions, having great political and educational significance, was
accumulated the considerable experience of education and teaching and
party-political work. Disposing of the necessary conditions of
training and mode of life, it successfully solves the charged to it
problems.

One of the most important traditions of school is the persistent
tendency of its pupils to deep mastery of Marxist-Leninist theory,

FTD-ID(RS)T-0275-77
military and economic knowledge. Struggle for the high quality of training always will be and it remains main in the activity of the collective of school.

In the great detachment of military financiers with each year increases the number of its pupils, people with young, not to hearts, that accept labor relay race from senior generation. Then differs high work, the ability to step into foot with life and progress of military science, the wish to work with the maximum release of forces and benefit for the provision of a high combat readiness of troops/forces.

Personnel of school not only stores with great care the remarkable traditions of its predecessors, but also untiringly it increases them. Creative spirit reigns in subunits and on training cycles. The cadets, the commanders, the political workers, the instructors, the working and employees worthily will meet 100th anniversary the birthday of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.
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The glad enthusiasm of the collective of the Yaroslav residents will cause the statement about the convocation of the current, XXIV congress of the CP3U. In the days, when the country is prepared for
the forum of the communists, personnel of school by an example of the soldiers of the guards tank proskurovsko-Berlin Order of Lenin, Krasnoznamenny, orders of Kutuzov of the regiment of G. I. Kotovskiy's name will take for themselves the increased socialist obligations, while in the operating cycle of the congress it will report about their execution. Forty percent of the cadets they will meet XXIV congress of the CPSU by distinct indices in combat, political and special training. Distinct became the subunits, which command the officers V. N. Byzov, I. A. Migachev, A. M. Nikolaenko, A. A. Streletsov, V. G. Furashev, N. A. Shishkin, K. V. Shmyrov.

The historical decisions of XXIV congress of the CPSU will obtain the unanimous approval of the soldiers of school and they will cause among personnel new political and moral incline. The mobilizing effect of the program documents of the congress manifests itself in all districts of the life of school. The military finance specialist with the doubled energy master political and special knowledge, untiringly they perfect combat mastery.
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